
INFORMATIONAL BOARD REPORT

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS

June 6, 2024

TO: BOARD OF RECREATION AND PARK COMMISSIONERS

FROM: JIMMY KIM, General Manager

SUBJECT: VARIOUS COMMUNICATIONS

The following communications addressed to the Board have been received by the Board Office, 
and the action taken thereon is presented.

From Action Taken
Griffith Park Pony Ride comments Referred to General Manager

1) Eduardo Roca comments regarding 
Queen Anne Park concerns #9630a Referred to General Manager

2) Muro Gracia comments regarding 
graffiti at Sycamore Grove Park #9635 Referred to General Manager

3) Hongchul Ahn comments regarding 
Golf Tee Time #9636 Referred to General Manager

4) Karen Thrornton comments 
regarding the Hollywood sign #9637 Referred to General Manager

5) Jim Stein comments regarding 
Jesse Owens Mini Park Sign for Lake 
Balboa NC

#9638
Referred to General Manager

6) George the Great comments 
regarding graffiti at Echo Park #9639 Referred to General Manager

7) George the Great comments 
regarding Unauthorized vendors 
occupying Echo Park territory

#9639a
Referred to General Manager

8) Yaire Varboza comments regarding 
saving El Burrito #9640 Referred to General Manager
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9) Kieran O’Carroll comments 
regarding the Griffith Park Bridge 
Home Shelter 

#9641 
Referred to General Manager 

   

10) Dawn Socha comments regarding 

the Griffith Park Bridge Home Shelter 
#9641a 

Referred to General Manager 

   

11) Mark Mariscal comments regarding 

retrieving back artifacts, papers, 

documents, metals, etc. to the Ft. 

MacArthur Museum Association 

#9642 

Referred to General Manager 

   

12) Nancy Freedman comments 

regarding renovation of Brentwood 

Barrington Recreation Center 

#9643 

Referred to General Manager 

   

13) Amelia comments regarding 

workers at the Los Angeles Equestrian 

Center 

#9644 

Referred to General Manager 

   

14) Pae White comments regarding 

pond at Debs Park 
#9645 

Referred to General Manager 

   

15) Jacob Wasserman comments 

regarding improvements for sidewalk 

and crossing on Veteran Avenue near 

Westwood Park 

#9646 

Referred to General Manager 

   

16) Jacob Wasserman comments 

regarding improvements for sidewalk 

and crossing on Veteran Avenue near 

Westwood Park. Council File Number: 

24-1111-S16 

#9646a 

Referred to General Manager 

   

17) Jacob Wasserman comments 

regarding improvements for sidewalk 

and crossing on Veteran Avenue near 

Westwood Park. Council File Number: 

24-1111-S13 

#9646b 

Referred to General Manager 

   

18) Jacob Wasserman comments 

regarding improvements for sidewalk 

and crossing on Veteran Avenue near 

Westwood Park. Council File Number: 

24-0000-S5 

#9646c 

Referred to General Manager 

   



19) Sarajane Schwartz comments 

regarding safety at Hollywoodland 

during Memorial Day 

#9647 

Referred to General Manager 

   

20) Ron Bitzer comments regarding 

public safety report for the 

neighborhood of Valley Plaza Park 

#9648 

Referred to General Manager 

   

21) Traci Mars comments regarding 

Pickleball at Pacific Palisades 
#9649 

Referred to General Manager 

   

22) Sydney Douglas comments 

regarding Pickleball at Pacific 

Palisades 

#9649a 

Referred to General Manager 

   

23) Donna Burkons comments 

regarding Pickleball at Pacific 

Palisades 

#9649b 

Referred to General Manager 

   

24) Patricia Borgeson comments 

regarding Pickleball at Pacific 

Palisades 

#9646c 

Referred to General Manager 

   

25) Tricia Taper comments regarding 

Pickleball at Pacific Palisades 
#9646d 

Referred to General Manager 

   

26) Stephanie Moore comments 

regarding Pickleball at Pacific 

Palisades 

#9646e 

Referred to General Manager 

   

27) Edoardo Simonotti comments 

regarding Pickleball at Pacific 

Palisades 

#9646f 

Referred to General Manager 

   

28) Nancy Seid comments regarding 

Pickleball at Pacific Palisades 
#9646g 

Referred to General Manager 

   

29) Dominick Hendricks comments 

regarding a situation at Michelle 

Obama Sports Complex  

#9650 

Referred to General Manager 

   

30) Amber Angell comments regarding 
experience with the Lincoln Park 
Recreation Center 

#9651 
Referred to General Manager 

   



31) Tyler Marks comments regarding 

experience with the Lincoln Park 

Recreation Center 

#9651a 

Referred to General Manager 

Prepared by Rosa Cartagena, RAP Commission Office 



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Fwd: When is the city going to act
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Fri, May 31, 2024 at 8:25 AM
To: Eduardo Roca <

Good Morning,

Please see response from staff below

Thank you!

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Juan Guzman <juan.l.guzman@lacity.org>
Date: Thu, May 30, 2024 at 4:17 PM
Subject: Re: When is the city going to act
To: Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>
Cc: Kimberly Simonet <kimberly.simonet@lacity.org>, Anita Meacham <anita.meacham@lacity.org>

Apologies for the delay in response.  Please see responses in blue below. 

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Eduardo Roca < >
Date: Fri, May 3, 2024 at 9:08 PM
Subject: When is the city going to act
To: rap.publicinfo@lacity.org <rap.publicinfo@lacity.org>
Cc: Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>, rap.hrcerts@lacity.org <rap.hrcerts@lacity.org>

A few months ago an email was sent to the parks and rec informing that Queen Anne Park staff have acted
wrongfully
With some kids, park Director Renaco has agreed to other wrongful behavior of the staff 
Runako was not sure what this allegation is referring to.  I'm not able to comment on this allegation as it is
incomplete and unclear.  

people men�oned that have found Trophies and pictures from past Baseball and Basketball seasons in the
trash and that the parents were not contacted to sort  Them out, 
The trophies that were discarded were from 2022 and before.  Apparently, at that time, trophies were
ordered without personalized names.  Queen Anne staff called parents and players after the Fall 2022 season to
pick up trophies.  The discarded trophies were kept approximately another year before being discarded.
Beginning, 2023 medals were ordered instead of trophies which take up less storage space.   Queen Anne
Director Runako Ellis has now added information to sports flyers informing parents that awards will be held for
one year before recycling.  Staff was trained on the proper procedure to discard items / equipment.  It is now
clear that a service request must be submitted and the items then taken to the region yard for proper salvage. 
 April 22nd was a recent basketball banquet day.  I was present to see multiple teams on the outdoor courts
having their end-of-the-season banquet with awards and pictures. 

people say that a member of the staff Waverly Brown charges a quote from parents to prac�ce indoor
basketball, 
Since when a city worker can be charging for prac�ce and gym �me when the park should be for the public
unless the park 
Organizes a basketball tournament then we all know we have to pay to par�cipate also Waverly Brown
currently has a 

VC NO. 9630a
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Sundays basketball tournament running from 9 am to 5 pm, are these people profi�ng from this
tournaments, isn't that elligal?
Sunday basketball games are Queen Anne leagues registered on Rectrac.  Before this season, Runako Ellis
requested approval (and was granted) to play basketball on Sundays because Spring Volleyball is played on
Saturdays in the gym.  Waverly is coaching however she is not running private leagues or training. 

Why there is so much a�en�on to basketball when baseball season started late due that there were no
coaches and no kids
Why a group of people just worry about one sport? Are they making side money from this? 
Baseball / Softball was delayed due to a communication mistake in ordering uniforms.  Runako Ellis
acknowledged the error and once it was discovered I worked with him to get uniforms ASAP.  The league
starting later than planned is accurate however this was not because of offering basketball or volleyball.

Also people said that Waverly Brown Has a rela�onship with one of the staff girls that work there and
that some �mes they show it in front of the kids, isn't that wrong?
we've seen many good people come and go over the years at this park but this �me is the worst, you have
too many people in payroll 
At this park that don't do anything but seat on their bu�s and other making profit and taking advantage of
people, we need a change
please bring fresh ideas to Queen Anne Park.
All staff were reminded of expected appropriate and professional conduct while at work. 

On Tue, May 7, 2024 at 11:25 AM Anita Meacham <anita.meacham@lacity.org> wrote:
Thank you, we will investigate and respond.

On Tue, May 7, 2024 at 7:52 AM Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> wrote:
Good Morning,

Please see email for your information. 

Thank you!

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Eduardo Roca < >
Date: Fri, May 3, 2024 at 9:08 PM
Subject: When is the city going to act
To: rap.publicinfo@lacity.org <rap.publicinfo@lacity.org>
Cc: Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>, rap.hrcerts@lacity.org <rap.hrcerts@lacity.org>

A few months ago an email was sent to the parks and rec informing that Queen Anne Park staff have
acted wrongfully 
With some kids, park Director Renaco has agreed to other wrongful behavior of the staff, people
men�oned that have found 
Trophies and pictures from past Baseball and Basketball seasons in the trash and that the parents were
not contacted to sort
Them out, people say that a member of the staff Waverly Brown charges a quote from parents to
prac�ce indoor basketball, 
Since when a city worker can be charging for prac�ce and gym �me when the park should be for the
public unless the park 
Organizes a basketball tournament then we all know we have to pay to par�cipate also Waverly Brown
currently has a 
Sundays basketball tournament running from 9 am to 5 pm, are these people profi�ng from this
tournaments, isn't that elligal?
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Why there is so much a�en�on to basketball when baseball season started late due that there were no
coaches and no kids
Why a group of people just worry about one sport? Are they making side money from this? Also people
said that Waverly Brown
Has a rela�onship with one of the staff girls that work there and that some �mes they show it in front
of the kids, isn't that wrong?
we've seen many good people come and go over the years at this park but this �me is the worst, you
have too many people in payroll 
At this park that don't do anything but seat on their bu�s and other making profit and taking advantage
of people, we need a change
please bring fresh ideas to Queen Anne Park.

Edu Roca

--
--
Anita D. Meacham,  M.B.A.
City of Los Angeles
Superintendent of Recreation & Parks 
Metro Region
3900 W. Chevy Chase Drive.
Los Angeles CA. 90039
Phone:  (213) 485-5027
              (818) 552-3689
E-mail: anita.meacham@lacity.org

"We Rise by Lifting Others,"   "Brighten Someone's day"

                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                            

--
Thank you, 

Juan Guzman
Recreation Supervisor
Metro Region - Central District
(213) 485-1310 Office
(213) 776-1875 Cell
juan.l.guzman@lacity.org

Parks Make Life Better! logo    
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: SYCAMORE GROVE PARK GRAFFITI CD1
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Tue, May 14, 2024 at 7:31 AM
To: Garcia Incareal < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Mon, May 13, 2024 at 10:22 AM Garcia Incareal < > wrote:
MAY 13

Council Eunisses Hernandez
The Sycamore Grove Park has Graffiti
Attach picture
Mauro Garcia

VC NO. 9635





Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Fairer and More Reasonable Golf Tee-time Reservation System
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Tue, May 14, 2024 at 7:39 AM
To: Hongchul Ahn < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Mon, May 13, 2024 at 3:18 PM Hongchul Ahn < > wrote:
Dear Mr. Reinschmidt,

I hope this email finds you well.  As I try to book a tee-time for my playmates every week, I am writing this email on
behalf of them.

Above all, we appreciate your efforts to offer the same level playing field for every resident associated with golf tee-time
booking at city-owned golf courses.

However, we'd like to make our inputs for a fairer and more reasonable reservation system as follows:

1. BROKERS: Accessory

Along with the rapidly rising demand for golfing since Covid-19, tee-time brokers reacted aggressively by using bots
and other software to book multiple tee-times at a time, ending up hampering average city residents' efforts to book tee-
times.  Well-known brokers are Koreans taking advantage of the secrecy stemming from their network in the Korean
Community but there is another broker, , which was closed right after the issue drew public attention but is
now back on business.  Brokers' activities should be deterred.

However, at our educated guess, brokers might snatch 3-7 tee-times at a popular course like Rancho Park, Wilson,
Harding, and Hansen Dam at the most, due to their intrinsic limitation of sales originating from the covertness of their
business character and the uniqueness of customer base.  We believe BROKERS are merely accessories in this
commotion.  Main villains or principals are TOURNAMENT ORGANIZERS.

2. TOURNAMENT ORGANIZERS: Main Culprit or Principal

Meanwhile, some people began organizing ostensible tournaments to secure tee-times at popular city courses,
blocking (about 12) tee-times for about two hours exclusively for them by superficially meeting the requirements.  On
weekends, when average residents wish to play golf after hard work during the weekdays, they have more difficulty
booking tee-times since almost all the morning tee-times after 9 AM are taken by tournaments (NOT just by one
tournament).  In the past before Covid-19, golf tournaments were held at a popular city course like Rancho Park on
weekends about one-three times a month. 

The issue is that popular city courses have accepted TOO MANY new ostensible tournaments since Covid-19 and
anybody can play as a member of a tournament, IF they know the organizer or a participant in the tournament and pay
more than the greens fee for tournament participants set by the city (about $150 per player), as tournament organizers
have to recruit players to fill the tee-time slots assigned to them. 

People around courses say city courses may welcome tournaments at heart since tournaments help them generate
more income thanks to higher greens fee and course workers can enjoy their windfall respite from work while the
tournaments proceed.  They appear to be in collusion with tournament organizers in people's view.  City course workers
point fingers at tee-time brokers for the difficulty in booking a tee-time without uttering a word on "tournament
organizers," as if tournaments were inviolably sacred. 

VC NO. 9636



Tee-time brokers bypassed the rules by taking up about 3-7 tee-times (not back-to-back) at a popular course through
the bot-booking program, depending on how many tee-times were blocked by tournament organizers.  Meanwhile,
tournament organizers also bypassed the rules by taking up about 12-18 tee-times (back-to-back i.e., for 2-3 hours)
through the formality of a tournament, depending on the size of the tournament.  There are nearly two or more
tournaments at a popular course each day on weekends. 

Therefore, we do not see a difference between brokers and tournament organizers.

To our disappointment, New Rules have improved the tee-time reservation environment just a little largely due to
the "highly increased number of tournaments," at popular courses, particularly on weekends.  As long as ostensible
tournaments are accepted on weekends differently than the past practice, we believe the tee-time reservation
environment will hardly improve and demand for brokers may not vanish on the end of average residents who have
difficulty in booking a tee-time.  Newly created tournaments since Covid-19 are the culprit or principal in this mess and
tee-time brokers are accessory, given the magnitude and impact.

Also, we believe New Rules were formulated on a basis of course workers' misunderstanding of the reservation
environment, given that the FAQ on the city course website states that the reservation difficulty stems from "both
the brokers' activities and the practice of groups holding onto multiple tee-times for several days until they
determine a suitable one" without referring to tournaments.  The odds of "groups holding onto MULTIPLE tee-times at a
popular course on a weekend" are almost like winning in a lottery, since it is difficult to book even just ONE tee-time for
a group of 4 and all tee-times are gone in a few minutes after reservation starts.  In our view, the anecdotal case of
holding onto multiple tee-times by a group of 4 is possible ONLY IF they are booked by brokers.

By citing an unrealistic and anecdotal case, course workers unconsciously disclosed their ignorance of the actually
tough reservation situation, probably because they did not trouble themselves to book a tee-time at 6 AM when they
needed one.  We draw an inference that they purposely avoid mentioning tournaments, which aggravated the
reservation environment, so as not to be forced to take actions on tournaments as another party of the collusion.

We believe all the new tournaments created after Covid-19 should be reviewed thoroughly and deceptive
tournaments should be rejected.  Tournaments should be limited to a reasonable number, resulting in a proper
combination of tournament participants and average resident players, particularly at popular courses on weekends. 
Further, tournament participants should not monopolize prime tee-times but  be given early or late ones, given that their
slow play pace backs down for everyone behind them.

3. $10 Non-Refundable Deposit Per Player: Unreasonable and Illegitimate Measure

When it comes to a "$10 Non-Refundable Deposit" charged for all tee-time reservations, we could hear many people
complain it is UNREASONABLE and ILLEGITIMATE.  We also believe it is the most flawed and
unnecessary rule,  given its objectives disclosed on the FAQ of the website: to "deter tee-time brokerage" and
to "reduce the volume of booked and cancelled tee-times."  As FAQ discloses, "reducing the volume of tee-time
booking and cancellation" is needed on the city courses' end because "it is difficult (NOT impossible) to identify tee-
time brokerage activities." 

It is UNNECESSARY BECAUSE tee-time brokerage activities can be deterred and detected under the current
reservation system strengthened by the recently added security measures by the city course vendor, Golf Now, IF
starters at city courses stick to the rules BY asking for both a Player's Card and a photo ID towards the booked player
under his/her name (NOT towards other accompanying players not to cause further inconvenience) and check up
whether the player is the same person in the reservation system carefully.

Brokers have to change names from the one, under which they booked a tee-time, to a tee-time buyer's to let the buyer
check in as a booked person.  However, they cannot do it under the buyer's real account in the reservation system,
which requires their log-in with the buyer's ID and PW, but simply cancel the tee-time and immediately rebook the
cancelled tee-time under the buyer's name but not under the buyer's account. (Tee-time buyers won't give out their
account log-in ID and PW to brokers since all the information including credit card will then be at buyers' disposal.) 
Now on the golf course PC (or in the city reservation system) starters can see the buyer's name as a tee-time booker
and can detect its truth or falsehood easily.  

Starters simply checked the name in the system and that on a presented photo ID in the past.  A minor difference
including a minor spelling difference was ignored but no discrepancy can happen IF the broker's name change was
made under the buyer's real account.  The buyer can NOT insist it is a mistake which can never happen in the
system, if the name changes take place under buyers' real account .  Starters can easily detect the falsehood by further
asking the buyer about a few more pieces of information stored in the course system under an actual booker's account
such as birthday, phone number, e-mail address, home address, zip code, etc. (sensitive information like credit card is
not accessible on the starters' PC, No worries!)  If such information, accessible by the 24 hour tee-time Call Center, is
not accessible by starters at courses, allow the starters.



To more surely deter brokerage activities, the city reservation system can be changed to a way to hold all the
cancelled tee-times for a while, say for 10 - 30 minutes to 1 hour, AND release all the cancelled tee-times to the
public 10-30 minutes to 1 hour later.  (As brokers with a small number of people have to book and sell so many tee-
times at almost all the golf courses in LA/OC areas that they cannot wait for 10 minutes to 1 hour for name changes.  It
is easier for average people to take tee-times cancelled by brokers at a regular time of the day, as the small-sized
brokers cannot focus on name change activities in wait for such long moments.) 

Further, brokers can simply add $10 to a brokerage fee, and tee-time buyers are willing to take the extra monetary
burden for a precious tee-time, to no avail of the New Rules.  

We believe the city forfeits residents' personal property (or $10 deposit) whenever they cancel a reserved tee-
time, even if they don't commit a crime or breach terms of a contract AND their cancellations are not related to brokers'
illegal activities at all.  UNREASONABLE! and plain INFRINGEMENT on the 4th Amendment and 5th Amendment to
the US Constitution!

Further, a $10 Non-Refundable Deposit has nothing to do with the tee-time booking volume, as people simply try to
book a tee-time just when they need one.  This measure may reduce the booking volume around 6 AM when people
rush to book a tee-time but not at other times.  Also, tee-time cancellations are not increasing cancellation volume, as
cancellations are done anytime when something comes up that enforces people to cancel the reserved tee-time.  In a
word, the tee-time booking and cancelling VOLUME has nothing to do with deterrence of brokerage 

As the FAQ indicates, the purpose of reducing the volume of tee-time booking and cancellation is to identify tee-time
brokerage activities more easily but those illegal activities should be identified and deterred by the website security
measures, not by charging a $10 Non-Refundable Deposit.

Under current rules the city levies a $10 Non-Refundable Deposit no matter when and for no matter how many players. 
Suppose, say, a person reserves a tee-time for himself for golfing 4 days later but he gets involved in a car accident a
day later.  He can cancel it with no cancellation charge as long as the cancellation is done beyond the 24-hour window
but his $10 deposit is forfeited by the city.  Did his sole reservation  for himself at a non-popular course and
cancellation contribute to the tee-time brokerage at popular courses or contribute to the increase of the volume of tee-
time booking and cancellation? 

Also, the city provided residents with incorrect information on a similar Non-Refundable Deposit in other cities.  In the
case of New York city courses, they do NOT levy a Non-Refundable Deposit per player but a "$5 flat RESERVATION
FEE" irrespective of the number of players.  Obviously, a one-off reservation should not increase its fee in proportion to
the number of players.  There is no reservation fee or a Non-Refundable Deposit at San Francisco city golf courses. 
In the case of Pasadena, only Brookside Golf Course levies a "non-refundable reservation fee of $4.95 per player"
just in case where people make a tee-time reservation 8 - 14 days in advance (No reservation fee charged for tee-time
reservations less than 8 days in advance), while LA City levies "a non-refundable $10 deposit per player" no matter
when they make a reservation.  Pasadena city actually switched a membership for a benefit of a few days earlier
reservation than non-members to a non-refundable reservation fee of $4.95 to the same effect by bestowing way longer
days earlier reservation.  $10 is not a large amount of money but every penny of residents should be considered
valuable in the eyes of civil servants.  The cases of New York and Pasadena showcase the service spirit of civil
servants in both cities by charging as little as possible and by taking into consideration the possibility of future
legal proceedings.

Consequently, the city SHOULD Scrap the Non-Refundable $10 Deposit entirely and immediately.  

4.  Concerted Efforts Necessary

As brokers' target golf courses are not only LA City courses but also LA County courses, which have been notorious for
difficulty in booking a tee-time due to both brokers' activities and allegedly corruptive tee-time sales of course workers,
actions on tee-time brokers by the city alone won't be effective.   Brokers' bot-booking program makes average
residents' computers even frozen in the middle of booking a tee-time, in the case of Los Verdes Golf Course, the most
popular public course in the LA/OC areas.  

Therefore, both the LA City and LA County governments' concerted efforts are necessary to crack down on tee-
time brokers.  If the LA County government is carelessly sleeping on this matter, as they have been, the brokers will be
lurking under the surface until people's interest in this mess fades away.  

Last but not least, the illegal activities including brokerage should be contained by the City Attorney General's
Office if it surfaces again.



Thank you for your time and endeavor to help LA residents have a fair and level tee-time booking system in place, Mr.
Reinschmidt.

Sincerely yours,

Hongchul (Hank) Ahn
on behalf of Mitch, Ashwin, Richard, Dean, Greyson, Matt, Scott, Rodrigo, Joachim, Justin, Mike, Brian, David, Kenny,
Kevin, and Donald



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Questions about the Hollywood Sign - GPAB Letter
1 message

Karen Thornton < > Thu, May 23, 2024 at 2:57 PM
To: Jimmy Kim <jimmy.kim@lacity.org>
Cc: Jennifer Hull <jennifer.hull@lacity.org>, Mehmet Berker <mehmet.berker@lacity.org>, Stefanie Smith
<stefanie.smith@lacity.org>, "andrea.conant@lacity.org" <andrea.conant@lacity.org>, "brenda.aguirre@lacity.org"
<brenda.aguirre@lacity.org>, "matthew.rudnick@lacity.org" <matthew.rudnick@lacity.org>, "nithya.raman@lacity.org"
<nithya.raman@lacity.org>, rap.commissioners@lacity.org

Thank you for the clarification. 
Karen. 

On Thu, May 23, 2024 at 2:55 PM Jimmy Kim <jimmy.kim@lacity.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon Chair Thornton,

My understanding is that the  Hollywood Chamber of Commerce has the copyrights over the Intellectual Property.   The
image of the Hollywood Sign.

On Thu, May 23, 2024 at 2:46 PM Karen Thornton < > wrote:

Mr. Kim,

Thank you for the information and for the promptness as our monthly meeting is tonight. 

Not wanting to assume, as I read your response, is it true that there is no other entity that has any rights over the
Hollywood Sign? 

Karen Thornton
Chair, GPAB 

On Thu, May 23, 2024 at 12:47 PM Jimmy Kim <jimmy.kim@lacity.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon Ms. Thornton,

We have consulted with the City Attorney's Office and it is the City's position, which has been informed by City's
practice to date, that the City owns the sign.   This position has been shared with the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce and the Hollywood Sign Trust.   The City (RAP) owns the land and controls who has access to the
property.

Thank you SO much 

On Mon, May 13, 2024 at 8:36 AM Karen Thornton > wrote:

Mr. Jimmy Kim,

A letter from the Griffith Park Advisory Board attached.

Karen Thornton
Chair, Griffith Park Advisory Board

--
Jimmy Kim
General Manager 

VC NO. 9637
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Questions about the Hollywood Sign - GPAB Letter
1 message

Jimmy Kim <jimmy.kim@lacity.org> Fri, May 17, 2024 at 8:41 AM
To: Karen Thornton <
Cc: rap.commissioners@lacity.org, "brenda.aguirre@lacity.org" <brenda.aguirre@lacity.org>, "matthew.rudnick@lacity.org"
<matthew.rudnick@lacity.org>, "nithya.raman@lacity.org" <nithya.raman@lacity.org>, "andrea.conant@lacity.org"
<andrea.conant@lacity.org>, Mehmet Berker <mehmet.berker@lacity.org>, Jennifer Hull <jennifer.hull@lacity.org>, Stefanie
Smith <stefanie.smith@lacity.org>

Good Morning Ms. Thornton,

Thank you fo the email.  We will review the attached letter and staff will provide a response.

Thank you SO much 

On Mon, May 13, 2024 at 8:36 AM Karen Thornton < > wrote:

Mr. Jimmy Kim,

A letter from the Griffith Park Advisory Board attached.

Karen Thornton
Chair, Griffith Park Advisory Board

--
Jimmy Kim
General Manager 

City of Los Angeles
Department of Recreation and Parks



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Questions about the Hollywood Sign - GPAB Letter
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Tue, May 14, 2024 at 8:33 AM
To: Karen Thornton < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Mon, May 13, 2024 at 8:36 AM Karen Thornton < > wrote:

Mr. Jimmy Kim,

A letter from the Griffith Park Advisory Board attached.

Karen Thornton
Chair, Griffith Park Advisory Board



 Griffith Park Advisory Board 
 Community Stewards of LA’s Largest Park & Great Urban Wilderness 

 Department of Recreation and Parks, City of Los Angeles 
 www.laparks.org/griffithpark/advisory 

 May 3, 2024 

 Mr. Jimmy Kim, General Manager 
 Los Angeles Dept of Recreation and Parks 

 Re: Hollywood Sign Ownership Questions 

 Dear Mr. Kim, 

 The Hollywood Sign is among the world’s most recognizable landmarks. It is also, unfortunately, 
 the subject of an apparent ownership dispute. We are writing to seek your assistance in clearing 
 up any such confusion for the benefit of the City of Los Angeles and its residents. 

 As you know, our board advises RAP leadership and city policy-makers on matters related to 
 Griffith Park. We have always believed the Sign to be the property of the City of Los Angeles. 
 Yet just recently, during our March board meeting, a representative of the Hollywood Sign Trust 
 stated directly that his group believes they own the sign. If that were true, the consequences 
 would be significant, with impacts on city finances; residents of surrounding neighborhoods; 
 and the very nature of a park whose identity is directly tied to its urban wilderness character. 

 For these reasons, and to provide clarity to policy-makers and the public alike, we are seeking 
 your assistance in obtaining answers to the following questions: 

 1. Who owns the Hollywood Sign?
 2. Who owns the land where the Hollywood Sign sits?
 3. Who can control or allow access to the Hollywood Sign and the land where it sits?

 Again, we ask these questions as concerned members of the City of LA family. We hope that 
 you will consult with the City Attorney’s office to provide guidance on these questions, along 

 BOARD MEMBERS: Chair – Karen Thornton; Vice Chair – Alex Crow; Secretary – Chris Laib; 
 Jane Carlson; Aaron Chung; Jason Greenwald; Billy Griffin; Alex Phillips 



 with any supporting documents. Doing so will give the public confidence and help city leaders 
 set policy for the Hollywood Sign, the residential neighborhoods around it, and Griffith Park. 

 Thank you in advance for assisting our board in obtaining answers to these questions. 

 Sincerely, 

 K Tho��t�� 
 Karen Thornton 
 Chair, Griffith Park Advisory Board 

 CC: RAP Commissioners, RAP Executive Team, Councilmember Nithya Raman and Staff, 



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Jesse Owens Mini Park Sign for Lake Balboa NC
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Tue, May 14, 2024 at 8:34 AM
To: Jim Stein 

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Mon, May 13, 2024 at 12:20 PM Jim Stein < > wrote:
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Hello Robert,

The Lake Balboa Neighborhood Council has approved funds for the plaque.

All the requested application paperwork has been completed.

CD6 and CD3 have said they will support our project.

How do we get this on the commission agenda?

Is there a commission meeting in our area anytime soon.

Jim

On Thu, Jan 18, 2024 at 12:06 PM Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> wrote:
Good morning,

Thank you for contac�ng the Board of Recrea�on and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be forwarded to
the Commissioners.

On Wed, Jan 17, 2024 at 4:24 PM Jim Stein < > wrote:

--
Jim Stein

Lake Balboa Neighborhood Council
Working hard to maintain our Parks and honor our History.

--
City of Los Angeles
Office of the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners
Figueroa Plaza
221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 300

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Gux3BSdViC5XCWZ5b5hEBsWIpObYtaIx/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15_A3OwLHe5Oo46LPeL5aDPZAGYnjEXcL/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PWBFn_SSwBmbHIJ6IoVTPUAgJlbFJgqO/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zB6UfcGjW0Noxb89yMuKWW9zQogz7A3Y/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14c70w2cdsdD38VmdNr2PRWsWiuTzTAvi/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UAw2cWU8so3ciKq1ZPxIkh4N2q2huP0j/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FLjf8oNRitg_xy9z7kDAL1nlSwpodaxY/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10OAdjqu-AowZVXpWLiTkFM2bOXAp_zpj/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zbfdHzCpahy3cC_7Q1TZuQ6fTdcezCP8/view?usp=drive_web
mailto:rap.commissioners@lacity.org


Los Angeles, CA  90012

Telephone:  (213) 202-2640
Fax:             (213) 202-2610
Mail Stop:    625/15
Website:      www.laparks.org

--
Jim Stein

Lake Balboa Neighborhood Council
Working hard to maintain our Parks and honor our History.

http://www.laparks.org/
















































Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Follow up and graffiti in restrooms
1 message

George The Great < > Thu, May 30, 2024 at 12:51 PM
To: Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Good afternoon City Officials.
This is a follow-up regarding graffiti on Echo Park signs.

On Tue, May 28, 2024, 7:24 AM Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> wrote:
Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Mon, May 27, 2024 at 8:31 AM George The Great < > wrote:
To park and recreation officials.

This is a follow-up regarding graffiti to be removed off the restrooms, kids playground and adult exercise areas.

Wash area, when painters remove graffiti, they do not cover anything and as a result, a lot of over spray on sinks and
countertops. Also, job done so bad, painted countertops are pealing and it looks as bad as before.

Please wash videos. A report done previously to your office with the same graffiti in play group area. Should kids play
in an area where graffiti is all over their public space??

https://photos.app.goo.gl/BNAEq65QasjRzuBE9 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/R5XMtnVT5hu5wwEM9

https://photos.app.goo.gl/y6iBHdr3HsrYEZP37

We always appreciate your quick response to public interest. Interested to see our parks in nice, descent conditions.

Follow-up pics forthcoming regarding graffiti all over the park on park signs (pics sent previously).

Members of the community
Tax payers
Park goers
Kids using their public space free of graffiti 

6 attachments
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Follow up and graffiti in restrooms
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Tue, May 28, 2024 at 7:24 AM
To: George The Great < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Mon, May 27, 2024 at 8:31 AM George The Great < > wrote:
To park and recreation officials.

This is a follow-up regarding graffiti to be removed off the restrooms, kids playground and adult exercise areas.

Wash area, when painters remove graffiti, they do not cover anything and as a result, a lot of over spray on sinks and
countertops. Also, job done so bad, painted countertops are pealing and it looks as bad as before.

Please wash videos. A report done previously to your office with the same graffiti in play group area. Should kids play in
an area where graffiti is all over their public space??

https://photos.app.goo.gl/BNAEq65QasjRzuBE9 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/R5XMtnVT5hu5wwEM9

https://photos.app.goo.gl/y6iBHdr3HsrYEZP37

We always appreciate your quick response to public interest. Interested to see our parks in nice, descent conditions.

Follow-up pics forthcoming regarding graffiti all over the park on park signs (pics sent previously).

Members of the community
Tax payers
Park goers
Kids using their public space free of graffiti 
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Graffiti In the Echo Park Area
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Wed, May 15, 2024 at 7:51 AM
To: George The Great < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Tue, May 14, 2024 at 6:48 PM George The Great < > wrote:
Good afternoon City Officials.
This email is to report graffiti all around in the Echo Park Area.
Some parents brought to our attention the graffiti in the kids play area. At the same time, other people whom we talked
to pointed out graffiti on most of the park's signage.
There has to be something that can be done in removing all graffiti. It doesn't project a good image to such an iconic
land.

We appreciate all you do in making it pleasant for all the community and visitors from all over the world who come to
visit the park.

Please see all pics

The community
Park goers
Tax payers
Visitors from all overp
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Unauthorized vendors occupying Echo Park territory
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Thu, May 30, 2024 at 2:02 PM
To: George The Great <l >

Good afternoon, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 12:55 PM George The Great <  wrote:
Good afternoon City Officials.
This is a follow up regarding unauthorized vendors in Echo Park territory.
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: SAVE EL BURRITO
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Wed, May 15, 2024 at 8:05 AM
To: Yaire Barboza >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Tue, May 14, 2024 at 1:31 PM Yaire Barboza < > wrote:
May 14, 2024

200 North Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
The Mayor’s Office
Pacoima, Ca, 91331

Dear Members of the City Council,

I urge you to save an important part of los angeles (tongva land). The cultural heritage embedded within the burrito and
the carreta have been a special part of many Mexican locals of your city, what makes LA, LA.

I am writing to express my strong support for the city council's efforts to combat the unlawful 
eviction of The Carreta (P-4), located on Paseo de La Plaza at the entrance of Olvera Street. El 
burrito and carreta is a historical, family-owned business that celebrates and represents 
Mexican-American culture in Los Angeles and should be preserved as a landmark. As residents 
of Los Angeles, we must uphold the values of our Mexican-American traditions, protect the 
merchant families at Olvera Street, and preserve our historical LA landmarks. For more than 50 
years, this carreta has been a treasure that links our city to traditions. It is part of our identity as a 
city. We must not displace or allow unlawful evictions from our historical Placita Olvera. 

The mission of El Pueblo states: 

El Pueblo de Los Angeles Historical Monument promotes, safeguards, and preserves the City's birthplace and 
culturally diverse heritage through the effective management of its commercial and historical resources and events.

Yet the Hernandez family who have been merchants since the late ’60s are facing unlawful 
eviction due to the death of their matriarch Trancito, “Tancho” Hernandez on April 16, 2024. The 
proper paperwork has been sent to the office of El Pueblo to add additional names to the 
contract since 2019, which in turn would extend the family contract, yet they are facing eviction. 
This does not reflect El Pueblo’s mission.

VC NO. 9640



I urge the city council to prioritize this issue and to take concrete steps to allow the Hernandez 
family to keep their contract as merchants with the city of Los Angeles and to continue to operate 
business as usual at P-4.

Unlawful evictions not only destabilize individuals and families, but also disrupt the fabric of our 
community. Our city and its residents face daily threats of displacement due to gentrification—not 
just in our homes, but in our businesses as well. We must preserve the historical businesses that 
make our city home. 

Thank you for your attention to this critical issue.

Sincerely,

Yaire Barboz
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: South Griffith Bridge House
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Tue, May 28, 2024 at 9:04 AM
To: Dawn Socha < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Fri, May 24, 2024 at 4:41 PM Dawn Socha < > wrote:
Los Angeles City Recreation and Parks Department
Office of Board of Commissioners
P.O. Box 86328
Los Angeles, CA 90086-0328

Jimmy.Kim@lacity.org
Brenda.Aguirre@lacity.org
Takisha.Sardin@lacity.org
RAP.PublicInfo@lacity.org
RAP.COMMISSIONERS@LACITY.ORG

May 24, 2024

Hello,

The community of Los Feliz was promised in 2020 through a successful Council Motion under then CD4
Councilman David Ryu that a community center would be built at Riverside and Los Feliz, behind the Mulholland
Fountain. Ryu's Motion also called for the current location of the Bridge Home shelter to return to a parking lot. We
are NOT okay with the Bridge Home shelter staying in the area providing no revenue to the Griffith Park Rec &
Parks Dept. or the local community. It has been in the area so long that it has become an established nexus of crime
and a draw for homeless who use drugs without shelter operator (PATH) intervention.

At the Master Plan meeting held in February of this year, CD4 Councilwoman Nithya Raman was asked by a
concerned citizen about the Bridge Home, but Raman refused to engage in the discussion and would not address a
timeline for decommissioning the shelter in Griffith Park. Councilwoman Raman has refused to report back to the
RAP Commission regarding a shelter closure timeline as requested by the RAP Commission Board. Our community
has been more than patiently waiting for our elected officials to make good on the temporary status of this Bridge
House.

The Bridge Home shelter for the past 3.5 years has increased crime 300% to the immediate neighborhood of Los
Feliz and created a 468% increase in homeless to the area due to drugs being readily available. The element of
prostitution and a gang presence has increased in our neighborhood as well.

The safety of our Los Feliz community is PRIORITY ONE. I implore the Rec & Parks Commission Board to work
with our local community groups to close the shelter as promised. Our Councilperson’s agenda does NOT represent
the peoples’ voices in Council District 4. This Shelter is across the street from playgrounds, tennis courts and other
family recreation. Hypodermic needles are found in the play areas and employees who should not have to handle
these dangerous drug implements have to clean them up. The Bridge Home has been there too long, which is
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creating a level of comfort for those who would take advantage of the residents of the Bridge House and the
community.  We have endured enough!
 



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: With great sadness
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Thu, May 16, 2024 at 11:25 AM
To: mark mariscal < >
Cc: Jimmy Kim <jimmy.kim@lacity.org>, Jeanne Min <jeanne.min@lacity.org>, Joseph Cornwell
< >, "Stephen R. Nelson" < >, "mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org"
<mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org>

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners.

On Wed, May 15, 2024 at 2:54 PM mark mariscal < > wrote:
Dear GM Jimmy, 

Thank you for all that you have done to help Ft. MacArthur Museum Association in our quest to get back the almost one
million artifacts, papers, documents, metals, etc. that are owned by FMMA. When Joe Cornwell and I met with you on-
site last April 30th, you asked for two weeks before FMMA would take any further action. Unfortunately, the two weeks
have now passed. 

Earlier today, we submitted a claim with the City Clerk's office. We do not know what else to do. We showed you in
person the documents that we cannot get to (locked out) that shows how FMMA tracks the ownership of items given or
purchased by FMMA. I have attached a copy so that others on this email can also see. 

I am sure that moving forward, the RAP staff will no longer be able to communicate directly with any of the FMMA
Board members. All future communications will probably be required to go through the City Attorney's Office. That is
way too bad for the public. We have tried to do this without legal action. We have now turned to the LAST
Administrative solution in trying to get back the property that is owned by the FMMA California Non-profit Benefit
Corporation that has operated with Recreation and Parks approval for the last 35 years at Angels Gate Park. Being
locked out stinks.

The claim number is C24-09945.

Mark Mariscal
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Brentwood Barrington Recreation Center Proposed Plan submitted to Planning
Department
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Thu, May 16, 2024 at 11:26 AM
To: Nancy Freedman >
Cc: Carlos Luna Diaz <carlos.lunadiaz@lacity.org>

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners.

On Wed, May 15, 2024 at 8:01 PM Nancy Freedman < > wrote:
Dear Commissioners,

It has come to our attention at this month's meeting that Barrington RC Facility Director submitted a renovation of the
property to Planning a while ago.

The Board is very excited to make this improvement to the entire facility and would like to follow its progress going
through the system.

Might you let us know when we can expect to hear from Planning, or whomever would be working on its layout?

The Board would also like to know the Commissioner assigned to Brentwood.  Perhaps we can show him/her around
the property to introduce ourselves and to understand what a wonderful park this can become.

Thank you very much for your assistance. 

Best Regards,

Nancy Freedman
President, Barrington Recreation Center  Advisory Board
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Jim Suard and horse abuse
1 message

amelia < > Tue, May 21, 2024 at 1:43 PM
To: " " < >, " " < >,
"rap.commissioners@lacity.org" <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>, "Michael.A.Shull@lacity.org" <Michael.A.Shull@lacity.org>,

 < >, "contactCD4@lacity.org" <contactCD4@lacity.org>,
" " < >,  < >,

Dear Trainers and Boarders, 

There was an incident of extreme horse abuse at Barn B. The management has swept this under the carpet and
is allowing the abuser to remain at the LAEC without consequence. 

A boarder by the name Jim Suard was caught in B barn repeatedly punching another persons horse in the midst
of a temper tantrum. People tried to stop it to no avail. Security was called. Tim Beals banned Jim Suard from
coming near THAT horse. The management wagged their finger and said no no. 

You were all warned about Mr Jim Suard. In case you forgot: 

Jim Suard is a perpetual horse abuser. He has repeatedly abused his own horse for years. He lamed a horse
named Catalina (a client of Paige Baker). He abuses a horse named Sugar (owned by Terry Rosoff). 

Paige Baker, an assistant to Tim Beals, contracts Jim Suard to train horses contracted to her. She is well aware
that Jim has an abusive past, that he is highly unqualified to train horses and is uninsured. She doesn’t care
because he works for her for free. 

Jim Suard sexually harassed a 20 year old and a 21 year old in the Polo area. He broke into their tackroom to be
able to touch their items (can you say creepy?). He cornered them in their stalls. He made inappropriate
comments to them. They were in tears when they went to the office to report him. Unfortunately, Terry Rosoff
gave Jim a character statement against the girls. Why? Because Terry needs Paige to train her horses. And
Paige needs the free labor. (Paige is a pain pill addict). The office gave Jim the complaints. He then harassed
those two girls, threatening to sue them, intimidating them every day until they left the center. 

Jim Suard was caught with his pants around his ankles in an empty stall. He was masturbating while watching
Paige Baker ride. Paige was told and she giggled and said “I know. That’s why he helps me for free and I don’t
have to be here constantly for these f**king clients”. 

Jim Suard breaks rules by parking as he pleases. The management refuses to say anything because Jim goes to
Paige, Paige goes to Terry Rosoff, who will go to Ivan and sob. Ivan then makes it all better while Paige unzips
her top to show more cleavage and wraps herself around Ivan. 

Jim Suard has tried to run over boarders. Crickets from management. 

Jim Suard has fed “treats” that cause everyone’s horses to break out into hives. Crickets from management. 

Jim Suard pees into cottage cheese containers and throws it on peoples horses. Crickets from management. 

Horse abuse should be an immediate expulsion. Abusing other peoples horses should be a 5 day notice. Tim
Beals and his clients should immediately fire Paige Baker for theft (charging for services that she never gave),
fraud (for allowing some boarder “train” their horses) and Animal Abuse (She knew Jom Suard abused horses in
the past). If Mr. Beals isn’t ethical enough to release, Miss Baker, the management at the LAEC has a moral and
ethical obligation to ban her from being an assistant trainer at the LAEC. LAEC management also has an ethical
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and moral obligation as well as a legal obligation to ban Mr. Suard from the Los Angeles Equestrian Center as
well.

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.

https://proton.me/


Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

disabled children and veterans
1 message

amelia < > Tue, May 21, 2024 at 12:06 PM
To: "rap.commissioners@lacity.org" <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>, 
< >

This was sent to every news outlet and newspaper

Over the weekend of May 18 - 20, The 35th year of Cal net disabled horse riding competition was scheduled to
take place at the Los Angeles equestrian center. This riding show has been an existence for 34 years 95% of it
taking place at the Los Angeles equestrian center. This year was to be no different. The park Rangers were set to
do the free pancake breakfast as they always do. Riders in schools were ready to leave. Children who are not
accustomed to change, were excited to come back to the Los Angeles equestrian center. To compete and show
off their Skills.

Two weeks prior to the show, the management team of the Los Angeles, equestrian center along side of the city
of Los Angeles, parks and rec unceremoniously threw out the disabled children and veterans in favor of a jumper
show that had lost their venue and didn’t want to change their dates. 

The Los Angeles Equestrian Center management was hoping that this event coordinator would continue to do
shows at the LAEC if they had provided a place for them for this. So they made a disabled show scramble for a
brand new venue to bring in this event. The LAEC spent Thousands of dollars to roll out the red carpet for this
event coordinator. As it turned out, the event coordinator did not want to be at the LAEC and by the end of the
show had secured their show back at the Orange County facility. 

So Los Angeles Equestrian Center screwed over our nations heroes and our disabled children, spent thousands
of dollars on flags and laser grid Footing for an event that half the riders boycotted because they wanted nothing
to do with this equestrian center, and at the end…the LAEC found out they aren’t coming back. 

Add to this managements incapability to remove drug addicts, drug dealers, violent borders, dangerous drunks
and Horse abusers. 

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.

https://proton.me/


Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: you need to clean up the equestrian center
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Thu, May 16, 2024 at 11:27 AM
To: amelia < >
Cc: "mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org" <mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org>, "contactCD4@lacity.org" <contactCD4@lacity.org>,
"Michael.A.Shull@lacity.org" <Michael.A.Shull@lacity.org>

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners.

On Wed, May 15, 2024 at 11:50 PM amelia < > wrote:
This should be a place of fun and enjoyment, instead it is a place of drunks, thieves, drug addicts and
drugs, sexual predators, animal abusers, illegal trainers and violently insane boarders. Not a great
place for you, your kids, and a terrible place for your horses. The current management refuses to
address these problems because it would remove too many people. They instead removed and
blamed the whistleblower. 

Let’s look at what the LAEC / ASM has to offer: 

Tim Beals - a known drunk. This “trainer” has blacked out on several occasions. During these
blackouts, he threatened to “smack the shit” out of female trainers. He has driven his vehicle over
the curbs nearly missing riders.  It only makes sense that he hired Paige Baker as an assistant.

Paige Baker -  A liar, a thief, a known pain med drug addict. She has injured multiple horses through
simple incompetence and ignorance. She has injured multiple people. She has stolen from multiple
clients. She outsources her the work that is contracted to do to Jim Suard, someone who has multiple
complaints against him for sexual misconduct, racism, and animal endangerment. She harasses
boarders. She slanders trainers. She had her boyfriend punch a female at the center. She has to run
for pain pills every few hours or she goes through withdrawals and cannot function. 

Tim Keeling - Multiple complaints and reports from clients and assistants that left, saying they
reported hard drug use as well as Heavy handed treatment of horses. He has stolen from clients.
Harassed former clients by trying to get them thrown from their horses using his car and the horn as
a weapon. Uses the arenas and roads as a personal ashtray as he is a chain smoker. Zero tolerance,
doesn’t apply to him. 

HYT Polo - Multiple incidents of animal cruelty. Drunk riders who become drunk drivers on their
way out of the center, Endangering other riders. They have an assistant named AJ Barnala who
screams “C*nt” across the arenas at other boarders in a rage, in my opinion, that seems like it could
be fueled by chemicals, he also a martial arts instructor that punches women at the center. They
dangerously run 5 horses at a time with one rider, simulating a stampede. Against insurance and
completely unsafe, but your safety only applies if someone says you yelled at them. 



Joe Thorpe - Witnesses reported one his clients on the ground suicidal and sobbing. He had
pressured her for a sex act, after getting her drunk AT THE BARN in his office. He then used that to
continue to pressure her into doing that act repeatedly. He was known to have a young client at a
show summoned to his hotel room for “strategy meeting”. He opened the door in just a robe. She
ran. He is also known to drive from the center at the end of the day so drunk that he was seen driving
up onto the curb at the perimeter crossing. Ran the red light. 

Terry Rosoff - keeps a suffering mini horse alive even though it can barely move, hardly sees the
sunlight anymore and is in pain. She has hit an assistant trainer with a chain during a psychotic
episode. She has swung feed buckets at the faces of others. She has slandered several trainers and
boarders. She is allowed to break safety rules with her stallion. On several occasions, tragic
accidents were barely stopped. She files false reports to city and state officials. Breaks every rule in
the contract but gets away with it. No one knows why she is allowed to operate outside their zero
tolerance rule. 

Rick Rosoff - Terrys philandering and belligerent husband, harasses boarders and trainers on a daily
basis. Files false reports. Speeds through the center. Breaks rules without consequences. Screams
obscenities. Threatens people. Operates outside the zero tolerance code of conduct because ASM
plays favorites. 

June Bracken - Verbally assaults boarders and trainers on a daily basis. Flipping people off. Drives
through the center at high speed nearly missing riders and endangering both people and animals.
Zero tolerance policy also does not apply to her.

Mark Farndale - incapable of training his horses to outside stimuli, instead verbally assaults others to
stop and not spook his riders. Breaks the rules and laws of the state on a daily basis with off leash
animals. One such incident involving Jaye Cherry, ended up with her leg being broken 

Jaye Cherry - well known to be too heavy handed with her style of training. She beats the horses into
submission and eventually,..into severe behavior problems. One such example is Pipi, bought by
Terry Rosoff and used by Paige Baker for lessons, this pony was sold to be a quiet young girls horse
but was turned out for Paige to try to fake her way as a trainer. Pipi bucks. Pipi is a dangerous horse.
Everyone shrugs and says “it was a Jaye horse, what do expect”. 

Alan Hicks - here’s a guy who wasn’t even allowed on the property but has somehow been allowed
to steal clients, falsely claim to be an authorized trainer and set up a business in B barn. Rides
without insurance. Harasses other trainers and boarders, going as far as to try to have cars towed
illegally. Actively slanders others and bullies people on social media. Refuses to put his unaltered
dog on a leash. Has used women clients personally, draining them of their finances. And is known to
outsource his work to other less qualified riders. Pocketing 60% of his fee. Jumps on the horse, takes
a photo and hands it off to people like Paige Baker, who outsources to people like Jim Suard. You
haven’t a clue who is actually handling your horse when you hire him. 

Jim Suard - multiple complaints about sexually harassing young girls, old management could not put
anyone of Asian decent near him because of his racism. Tried to run down a trainer with his car.
Screams obscenities. Was caught masturbating in a stall while watching Paige Baker ride. Swung a
chain at another boarder. Feeds other peoples horses “home made treats”, those horses come down
with hives. Breaks the centers rules of harassment, zero tolerance does not apply to him. 



Karen Sund - a barely functioning alcoholic , a pathological liar and grifter. Hell, even her own
friends are starting to question the validity of her health woes. She involves herself in the drama
even tho she has no business at the LAEC. She illegally parks her golf cart at the center. She lies
about almost anything and everything and causes drama between multiple people. 



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: POND - URGENT Debs Park continued neglect
1 message

Yovonte Robinson <yovonte.robinson@lacity.org> Tue, May 21, 2024 at 9:34 AM
To: Pae White <
Cc: A Johnson < >, James Bean < >, Julio Hernandez
<julio.hernandez@lacity.org>, Sandy Huse < >, Tom Marble < >, Andre Branch
<andre.branch@lacity.org>, Pamela Bean >, Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Per our conversation,

The irrigation issues have been resolved, and the pond will be filled until it reaches the appropriate level. 

Thank you for your patience

On Tue, May 21, 2024 at 9:01 AM Pae White < > wrote:
Dear Yovonte

This is the third email in 5 days that I am writing about the pond at Debs Park. Today’s condition was shocking. In 22
years I have never seen the pond in such bad shape. It is clear that the pump is broken and yet this does not seem to
be a concern to anybody within the parks department. There seems to be no reporting except by community members.

Speaking of community members - I can assure you there will be every level of outrage if children have to see dead
turtles and fish being picked out of the muck. I give it a week until the pond gets to this point. The vector issue will also
be amplified.

Can the water at least be turned on manually (and for at least 3 - 4 days) until the pump gets repaired?

Thank you

Pae

--
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: NWWNC: ADA Access and Pedestrian Safety Improvements on
Veteran/Westwood Park
1 message

Rudy Guevara <rudy.guevara@lacity.org> Mon, May 20, 2024 at 12:05 PM
To: Jacob Wasserman 
Cc: katy.yaroslavsky@lacity.org, Councilmember.Yaroslavsky@lacity.org, Gary Gero <Gary.gero@lacity.org>,
andrew.deblock@lacity.org, Jarrett Thompson <jarrett.thompson@lacity.org>, Patricia Macias <patricia.macias@lacity.org>,
allen.zipper@lacity.org, George Hakopiants <george.hakopiants@lacity.org>, Kristen Pawling <kristen.pawling@lacity.org>,
rap.commissioners@lacity.org, Josh Trifunovic < >, Marcello Robinson < >,
Connor Webb < >, visionzero@lacity.org, ladot@lacity.org, ladot.active@lacity.org,
ladot.westerndistrict@lacity.org, daniel.martinmontero@lacity.org, carolyn.shannon@lacity.org, rosa.cartagena@lacity.org,
RAP.PUBLICINFO@lacity.org

Good afternoon Jacob, 

Thank you for reaching out to LADOT Western District. Yes, we received your report & attachment with your
neighborhood service requests. 

Just some quick comments regarding a lot of these requests: 

Sidewalks, ADA ramps, concrete bump outs or any concrete civil work are not LADOT items.  These items are not under
our purview.  These belong to StreetsLA. I would suggest you work with the local Council Office and StreetsLA to identify
what requests are feasible. 

In relation to mark crosswalks, there are a few minimum requirements that a crosswalk must have in order for us to even
consider to mark a crosswalk.  One of those requirements is that any new marked crosswalk must have ADA ramps on
both sides.  As mentioned previously, ADA ramps are not done by LADOT.  But I just want to make it clear that if a leg has
ADA ramps on both sides, it doesn't necessarily mean that LADOT will mark a crosswalk.  Please notice that as per
California Vehicle Code, pedestrians can legally (unless signs say otherwise) cross at any intersection whether is marked
or not. 

We will take a look at your service requests listed in your flyer that falls under the purview of LADOT and get back to you
on those. Please note that we have over 1,300 pending service requests in our office with limited resources so it could
take a while to study and make a Determination. 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Best regards, 

On Mon, May 20, 2024 at 9:07 AM Jacob Wasserman <j > wrote:
CD5 staff, LADOT staff, and Recreation and Parks Commissioners,

Good morning! Please find attached and here a unanimously passed request from the North Westwood Neighborhood
Council, representing tens of thousands of stakeholders of the area, that a sidewalk on Veteran Avenue be built at
Westwood Park and that the pedestrian crossings at Rochester Avenue and Wilkins Avenue be made safer:

This is also an ADA access issue for the park, and should be addressed under the Willits settlement.

Council and RAP staff, please review and let us know if you can sign off on this request.

Rudy and LADOT staff, please let us know the next steps.

Thank you.
--------------------------------------

Jacob Wasserman
Board member, Worker Seat and Secretary
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- REQUEST FOR ACTION-

Title: Complete Sidewalk and Improve Crossings on Veteran Avenue near Westwood Park

The North Westwood Neighborhood Council requests the closure of gaps in our sidewalks and the
improvement of critical street crossings in our boundaries to make them safer and ADA-accessible.
Westwood Park is an important community gathering location with many amenities, including
sports fields, tennis courts, a recreation center, a dog park, and a playground. Despite its
importance, access to (and through) the park is limited due to poor pedestrian crossings and a
large gap in the sidewalk on Veteran Avenue. We request the following improvements to improve
accessibility and safety (Figure 1), roughly ordered by priority:

Veteran Avenue Sidewalk:

1. Complete sidewalk on the west side of Veteran Avenue between Rochester Avenue and the
southern border of Westwood Park near Wilkins Avenue. Currently, this segment is only a
dirt trail. This entire section is part of the Pedestrian Enhanced Districts outlined in the
Mobility Plan 2035.

Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue Crossing:

2. Install perpendicular ADA curb ramp on western curb of Veteran Avenue
The western end of the crossing does not have a curb ramp (Figure 2-left), resulting in an
absence of ADA crossings of Veteran Avenue betweenWilshire Boulevard and Ohio Avenue
(~0.5 miles). It is also the northern access point to Westwood Park and important for access
to the Veteran Avenue bus stops from the south.

3. Upgrade crossing with rectangular rapid flashing beacon (RRFB).
Driver compliance to yield at the crosswalk is low, and vehicle speeds regularly exceed the
speed limit. Despite being the only direct crossing into Westwood Park, the current design is
hostile and unsafe to those outside of a vehicle.

4. Install curb extensions or lane narrowing with K-71 bollards.
The crossing here is nearly 35 feet, with 17 foot-wide lanes at the crossing and north of
Rochester Avenue (Figure 3-Left). Lane narrowing and/or curb extensions would help lower
driver speeds, decrease crossing distance, and increase pedestrian visibility (Figure 3-Right).

5. Add a new north-south crosswalk across Rochester Avenue at Veteran Avenue and a
second east-west crosswalk across Veteran Avenue at Rochester Avenue.
Ideally, there would be another high-visibility continental crosswalk across Veteran Avenue
from the south side of Rochester Avenue (in addition to the current northern crosswalk),
which can both share the same RRFB infrastructure.. Additionally, a painted continental
crosswalk across Rochester Avenue will increase pedestrian visibility at the intersection.



6. Improve safety of current diagonal curb ramps.
The current diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians, especially those with wheelchairs or
other assistive devices, into the travel lanes on Veteran Ave. Perpendicular ADA ramps on the
northeast and southeast corners of Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue are preferred when
rebuilt (Figure 2-Center), but curb extensions that allow 48 inch protected area at road level
at the current diagonal ramp are likely sufficient in the near-term (Figure 2-Right). A full
depiction of an ideal future arrangement can be seen in Figure 4.

Veteran Avenue/Wilkins Avenue Crossing:

7. Add a new crossing with ADA ramp at Wilkins Avenue.
Currently, there is no crossing between Ohio Avenue and Rochester Avenue, and a new
crossing would serve as the southern entrance to Westwood Park. Unlike at Rochester
Avenue, travel lanes near Wilkins Avenue are narrowed by parking, resulting in slower traffic
and reduced crossing distance. While true curb extensions and/or an RRFB would be great
eventually, those improvements should be prioritized for Rochester Avenue. Here, painted
continental crosswalks with an ADA ramp to a completed western sidewalk are likely
sufficient (Figure 5).



Figure 1. Summary of requested improvements on Veteran Avenue. These sections of Veteran
Ave and Rochester Ave are included in the Mobility Plan 2035 as a Pedestrian Enhanced District.



Figure 2. ADA Curb Ramps on Veteran Avenue. Left—The current crossing on Veteran Ave at
Rochester Ave is not ADA-accessible. Center—Perpendicular curb ramps will improve safety at
Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue by keeping pedestrians out of the travel lanes on Veteran Ave.
Right— Alternatively, adequate protected space at the current diagonal curb ramps could be
improved with protected space provided by quick-build curb extensions with K-71 bollards.
Adapted from www.access-board.gov

Figure 3. Need for Curb Extensions or Lane Narrowing near Veteran Ave/Rochester Ave
Crossing. Left– Currently, vehicle travel lane widths on Veteran Ave are over 17 feet at the crossing,
resulting in poor compliance of drivers to yield to pedestrians, increased vehicle speeds, and a 35
foot crossing distance for pedestrians. Right– This unsafe situation can be rectified with quick-build
curb extensions and lane narrowing with K-71 bollards and paint.

http://www.access-board.gov


Figure 4. A safer and more accessible intersection of Veteran Avenue and Rochester Avenue
following proposed additions of sidewalks, ADA ramps, curb extensions, RRFB, and
crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to the northern end of Westwood Park



Figure 5. A new crossing at the intersection of Veteran Avenue and Wilkins Avenue following
proposed additions of sidewalks and painted crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to
the southern end of Westwood Park. Ideally, this intersection will also be upgraded with curb
extensions and directional ADA-ramps in the future.



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Your Community Impact Statement Submittal - Council File Number: 24-1111-S16
1 message

LA City SNow <cityoflaprod@service-now.com> Tue, May 21, 2024 at 12:14 AM
Reply-To: LA City SNow <cityoflaprod@service-now.com>
To: RAP.Commissioners@lacity.org

A Neighborhood Council Community Impact Statement (CIS) has been successfully submitted to your Commission or City
Council. We provided information below about CISs and attached a copy of the CIS.

We encourage you to reach out to the Community Impact Statement Filer to acknowledge receipt and if this Community
Impact Statement will be scheduled at a future meeting. Neighborhood Council board members are volunteers and it
would be helpful if they received confirmation that you received their CIS.

The CIS process was enable by the to Los Angeles Administrative Code §Section 22.819. It provides that, "a
Neighborhood Council may take a formal position on a matter by way of a Community Impact Statement (CIS) or written
resolution." NCs representatives also testify before City Boards and Commissions on the item related to their CIS. If the
Neighborhood Council chooses to do so, the Neighborhood Council representative must provide the Commission with a
copy of the CIS or rResolution sufficiently in advance for review, possible inclusion on the agenda, and posting on the
Commission's website.Any information you can provide related to your agenda setting schedule is helpful to share with
the NC.

If the CIS or resolution pertains to a matter listed on the Commission's agenda, during the time the matter is heard, the
designated Neighborhood Council representative should be given an opportunity to present the Neighborhood Council's
formal position. We encourage becoming familiar with the City Councils rules on the subject. At the Chair's discretion, the
Neighborhood Council representative may be asked to have a seat at the table (or equivalent for a virtual meeting)
typically reserved for City staff and may provide the Neighborhood Council representative more time than allotted to
members of the general public. They are also permitted up to five (5) minutes of time to address the legislative body. If the
CIS or resolution pertains to a matter not listed on the agenda, the designated Neighborhood Council representative may
speak during General Public Comments.

We share this information to assist you with the docketing neighborhood council items before your board/commission. If
you have questions and/or concerns, please contact the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment at
empowerla@lacity.org.

******** This is an automated response, please DO NOT reply to this email. ********

Contact Information
Neighborhood Council: North Westwood
Name: Jacob Wasserman
Email: 
The Board approved this CIS by a vote of: Yea(12) Nay(0) Abstain(0) Ineligible(0) Recusal(0)
Date of NC Board Action: 05/01/2024
Type of NC Board Action: Neutral Position

Impact Information
Date: 05/21/2024
Update to a Previous Input: No
Directed To: Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners
Council File Number: 24-1111-S16
City Planning Number:
Agenda Date:
Item Number:
Summary: NWWNC requests the closure of gaps in our sidewalks and the improvement of critical street crossings to
make them safer and ADA-accessible. Westwood Park is an important community gathering location. Despite this, access
to and through the park is limited due to poor pedestrian crossings and a large gap in the sidewalk on Veteran. We
request the following improvements: Veteran Avenue Sidewalk: Complete sidewalk on the west side of Veteran between
Rochester and the southern border of Westwood Park near Wilkins. Currently, this segment is only a dirt trail. Veteran
Avenue/Rochester Avenue Crossing: Install perpendicular ADA curb ramp on western curb of Veteran The western end of
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the crossing does not have a curb ramp, resulting in an absence of ADA crossings of Veteran between Wilshire and Ohio
(~0.5 mi.). It is also the northern access point to Westwood Park. Upgrade crossing with rectangular rapid flashing beacon
(RRFB). Driver compliance to yield at the crosswalk is low, and vehicle speeds regularly exceed the speed limit. Install
curb extensions or lane narrowing with K-71 bollards. The crossing here is nearly 35 feet, with 17 foot-wide lanes at the
crossing and north of Rochester Avenue. Lane narrowing and/or curb extensions would help lower driver speeds,
decrease crossing distance, and increase pedestrian visibility. Add a new north-south crosswalk across Rochester at
Veteran and a second east-west crosswalk across Veteran at Rochester. Improve safety of current diagonal curb ramps.
The current diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians, especially those with wheelchairs or other assistive devices, into the
travel lanes. Perpendicular ADA ramps are preferred, but curb extensions that allow 48 inch protected area at road level
at the current diagonal ramp are likely sufficient in the near-term. Veteran /Wilkins Crossing: Add a new crossing with ADA
ramp at Wilkins
 
Ref:MSG10387962
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- REQUEST FOR ACTION-

Title: Complete Sidewalk and Improve Crossings on Veteran Avenue near Westwood Park

The North Westwood Neighborhood Council requests the closure of gaps in our sidewalks and the
improvement of critical street crossings in our boundaries to make them safer and ADA-accessible.
Westwood Park is an important community gathering location with many amenities, including
sports fields, tennis courts, a recreation center, a dog park, and a playground. Despite its
importance, access to (and through) the park is limited due to poor pedestrian crossings and a
large gap in the sidewalk on Veteran Avenue. We request the following improvements to improve
accessibility and safety (Figure 1), roughly ordered by priority:

Veteran Avenue Sidewalk:

1. Complete sidewalk on the west side of Veteran Avenue between Rochester Avenue and the
southern border of Westwood Park near Wilkins Avenue. Currently, this segment is only a
dirt trail. This entire section is part of the Pedestrian Enhanced Districts outlined in the
Mobility Plan 2035.

Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue Crossing:

2. Install perpendicular ADA curb ramp on western curb of Veteran Avenue
The western end of the crossing does not have a curb ramp (Figure 2-left), resulting in an
absence of ADA crossings of Veteran Avenue betweenWilshire Boulevard and Ohio Avenue
(~0.5 miles). It is also the northern access point to Westwood Park and important for access
to the Veteran Avenue bus stops from the south.

3. Upgrade crossing with rectangular rapid flashing beacon (RRFB).
Driver compliance to yield at the crosswalk is low, and vehicle speeds regularly exceed the
speed limit. Despite being the only direct crossing into Westwood Park, the current design is
hostile and unsafe to those outside of a vehicle.

4. Install curb extensions or lane narrowing with K-71 bollards.
The crossing here is nearly 35 feet, with 17 foot-wide lanes at the crossing and north of
Rochester Avenue (Figure 3-Left). Lane narrowing and/or curb extensions would help lower
driver speeds, decrease crossing distance, and increase pedestrian visibility (Figure 3-Right).

5. Add a new north-south crosswalk across Rochester Avenue at Veteran Avenue and a
second east-west crosswalk across Veteran Avenue at Rochester Avenue.
Ideally, there would be another high-visibility continental crosswalk across Veteran Avenue
from the south side of Rochester Avenue (in addition to the current northern crosswalk),
which can both share the same RRFB infrastructure.. Additionally, a painted continental
crosswalk across Rochester Avenue will increase pedestrian visibility at the intersection.



6. Improve safety of current diagonal curb ramps.
The current diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians, especially those with wheelchairs or
other assistive devices, into the travel lanes on Veteran Ave. Perpendicular ADA ramps on the
northeast and southeast corners of Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue are preferred when
rebuilt (Figure 2-Center), but curb extensions that allow 48 inch protected area at road level
at the current diagonal ramp are likely sufficient in the near-term (Figure 2-Right). A full
depiction of an ideal future arrangement can be seen in Figure 4.

Veteran Avenue/Wilkins Avenue Crossing:

7. Add a new crossing with ADA ramp at Wilkins Avenue.
Currently, there is no crossing between Ohio Avenue and Rochester Avenue, and a new
crossing would serve as the southern entrance to Westwood Park. Unlike at Rochester
Avenue, travel lanes near Wilkins Avenue are narrowed by parking, resulting in slower traffic
and reduced crossing distance. While true curb extensions and/or an RRFB would be great
eventually, those improvements should be prioritized for Rochester Avenue. Here, painted
continental crosswalks with an ADA ramp to a completed western sidewalk are likely
sufficient (Figure 5).



Figure 1. Summary of requested improvements on Veteran Avenue. These sections of Veteran
Ave and Rochester Ave are included in the Mobility Plan 2035 as a Pedestrian Enhanced District.



Figure 2. ADA Curb Ramps on Veteran Avenue. Left—The current crossing on Veteran Ave at
Rochester Ave is not ADA-accessible. Center—Perpendicular curb ramps will improve safety at
Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue by keeping pedestrians out of the travel lanes on Veteran Ave.
Right— Alternatively, adequate protected space at the current diagonal curb ramps could be
improved with protected space provided by quick-build curb extensions with K-71 bollards.
Adapted from www.access-board.gov

Figure 3. Need for Curb Extensions or Lane Narrowing near Veteran Ave/Rochester Ave
Crossing. Left– Currently, vehicle travel lane widths on Veteran Ave are over 17 feet at the crossing,
resulting in poor compliance of drivers to yield to pedestrians, increased vehicle speeds, and a 35
foot crossing distance for pedestrians. Right– This unsafe situation can be rectified with quick-build
curb extensions and lane narrowing with K-71 bollards and paint.

http://www.access-board.gov


Figure 4. A safer and more accessible intersection of Veteran Avenue and Rochester Avenue
following proposed additions of sidewalks, ADA ramps, curb extensions, RRFB, and
crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to the northern end of Westwood Park



Figure 5. A new crossing at the intersection of Veteran Avenue and Wilkins Avenue following
proposed additions of sidewalks and painted crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to
the southern end of Westwood Park. Ideally, this intersection will also be upgraded with curb
extensions and directional ADA-ramps in the future.



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Your Community Impact Statement Submittal - Council File Number: 24-1111-S13
1 message

LA City SNow <cityoflaprod@service-now.com> Wed, May 22, 2024 at 9:43 AM
Reply-To: LA City SNow <cityoflaprod@service-now.com>
To: RAP.Commissioners@lacity.org

A Neighborhood Council Community Impact Statement (CIS) has been successfully submitted to your Commission or City
Council. We provided information below about CISs and attached a copy of the CIS.

We encourage you to reach out to the Community Impact Statement Filer to acknowledge receipt and if this Community
Impact Statement will be scheduled at a future meeting. Neighborhood Council board members are volunteers and it
would be helpful if they received confirmation that you received their CIS.

The CIS process was enable by the to Los Angeles Administrative Code §Section 22.819. It provides that, "a
Neighborhood Council may take a formal position on a matter by way of a Community Impact Statement (CIS) or written
resolution." NCs representatives also testify before City Boards and Commissions on the item related to their CIS. If the
Neighborhood Council chooses to do so, the Neighborhood Council representative must provide the Commission with a
copy of the CIS or rResolution sufficiently in advance for review, possible inclusion on the agenda, and posting on the
Commission's website.Any information you can provide related to your agenda setting schedule is helpful to share with
the NC.

If the CIS or resolution pertains to a matter listed on the Commission's agenda, during the time the matter is heard, the
designated Neighborhood Council representative should be given an opportunity to present the Neighborhood Council's
formal position. We encourage becoming familiar with the City Councils rules on the subject. At the Chair's discretion, the
Neighborhood Council representative may be asked to have a seat at the table (or equivalent for a virtual meeting)
typically reserved for City staff and may provide the Neighborhood Council representative more time than allotted to
members of the general public. They are also permitted up to five (5) minutes of time to address the legislative body. If the
CIS or resolution pertains to a matter not listed on the agenda, the designated Neighborhood Council representative may
speak during General Public Comments.

We share this information to assist you with the docketing neighborhood council items before your board/commission. If
you have questions and/or concerns, please contact the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment at
empowerla@lacity.org.

******** This is an automated response, please DO NOT reply to this email. ********

Contact Information
Neighborhood Council: North Westwood
Name: Jacob Wasserman
Email: 
The Board approved this CIS by a vote of: Yea(12) Nay(0) Abstain(0) Ineligible(0) Recusal(0)
Date of NC Board Action: 05/01/2024
Type of NC Board Action: Neutral Position

Impact Information
Date: 05/22/2024
Update to a Previous Input: No
Directed To: Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners
Council File Number: 24-1111-S13
City Planning Number:
Agenda Date:
Item Number:
Summary: NWWNC requests the closure of gaps in our sidewalks and the improvement of critical street crossings to
make them safer and ADA-accessible. Westwood Park is an important community gathering location. Despite this, access
to and through the park is limited due to poor pedestrian crossings and a large gap in the sidewalk on Veteran. We
request the following improvements: Veteran Avenue Sidewalk: Complete sidewalk on the west side of Veteran between
Rochester and the southern border of Westwood Park near Wilkins. Currently, this segment is only a dirt trail. Veteran
Avenue/Rochester Avenue Crossing: Install perpendicular ADA curb ramp on western curb of Veteran The western end of
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the crossing does not have a curb ramp, resulting in an absence of ADA crossings of Veteran between Wilshire and Ohio
(~0.5 mi.). It is also the northern access point to Westwood Park. Upgrade crossing with rectangular rapid flashing beacon
(RRFB). Driver compliance to yield at the crosswalk is low, and vehicle speeds regularly exceed the speed limit. Install
curb extensions or lane narrowing with K-71 bollards. The crossing here is nearly 35 feet, with 17 foot-wide lanes at the
crossing and north of Rochester Avenue. Lane narrowing and/or curb extensions would help lower driver speeds,
decrease crossing distance, and increase pedestrian visibility. Add a new north-south crosswalk across Rochester at
Veteran and a second east-west crosswalk across Veteran at Rochester. Improve safety of current diagonal curb ramps.
The current diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians, especially those with wheelchairs or other assistive devices, into the
travel lanes. Perpendicular ADA ramps are preferred, but curb extensions that allow 48 inch protected area at road level
at the current diagonal ramp are likely sufficient in the near-term. Veteran /Wilkins Crossing: Add a new crossing with ADA
ramp at Wilkins
 
Ref:MSG10399050
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- REQUEST FOR ACTION-

Title: Complete Sidewalk and Improve Crossings on Veteran Avenue near Westwood Park

The North Westwood Neighborhood Council requests the closure of gaps in our sidewalks and the
improvement of critical street crossings in our boundaries to make them safer and ADA-accessible.
Westwood Park is an important community gathering location with many amenities, including
sports fields, tennis courts, a recreation center, a dog park, and a playground. Despite its
importance, access to (and through) the park is limited due to poor pedestrian crossings and a
large gap in the sidewalk on Veteran Avenue. We request the following improvements to improve
accessibility and safety (Figure 1), roughly ordered by priority:

Veteran Avenue Sidewalk:

1. Complete sidewalk on the west side of Veteran Avenue between Rochester Avenue and the
southern border of Westwood Park near Wilkins Avenue. Currently, this segment is only a
dirt trail. This entire section is part of the Pedestrian Enhanced Districts outlined in the
Mobility Plan 2035.

Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue Crossing:

2. Install perpendicular ADA curb ramp on western curb of Veteran Avenue
The western end of the crossing does not have a curb ramp (Figure 2-left), resulting in an
absence of ADA crossings of Veteran Avenue betweenWilshire Boulevard and Ohio Avenue
(~0.5 miles). It is also the northern access point to Westwood Park and important for access
to the Veteran Avenue bus stops from the south.

3. Upgrade crossing with rectangular rapid flashing beacon (RRFB).
Driver compliance to yield at the crosswalk is low, and vehicle speeds regularly exceed the
speed limit. Despite being the only direct crossing into Westwood Park, the current design is
hostile and unsafe to those outside of a vehicle.

4. Install curb extensions or lane narrowing with K-71 bollards.
The crossing here is nearly 35 feet, with 17 foot-wide lanes at the crossing and north of
Rochester Avenue (Figure 3-Left). Lane narrowing and/or curb extensions would help lower
driver speeds, decrease crossing distance, and increase pedestrian visibility (Figure 3-Right).

5. Add a new north-south crosswalk across Rochester Avenue at Veteran Avenue and a
second east-west crosswalk across Veteran Avenue at Rochester Avenue.
Ideally, there would be another high-visibility continental crosswalk across Veteran Avenue
from the south side of Rochester Avenue (in addition to the current northern crosswalk),
which can both share the same RRFB infrastructure.. Additionally, a painted continental
crosswalk across Rochester Avenue will increase pedestrian visibility at the intersection.



6. Improve safety of current diagonal curb ramps.
The current diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians, especially those with wheelchairs or
other assistive devices, into the travel lanes on Veteran Ave. Perpendicular ADA ramps on the
northeast and southeast corners of Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue are preferred when
rebuilt (Figure 2-Center), but curb extensions that allow 48 inch protected area at road level
at the current diagonal ramp are likely sufficient in the near-term (Figure 2-Right). A full
depiction of an ideal future arrangement can be seen in Figure 4.

Veteran Avenue/Wilkins Avenue Crossing:

7. Add a new crossing with ADA ramp at Wilkins Avenue.
Currently, there is no crossing between Ohio Avenue and Rochester Avenue, and a new
crossing would serve as the southern entrance to Westwood Park. Unlike at Rochester
Avenue, travel lanes near Wilkins Avenue are narrowed by parking, resulting in slower traffic
and reduced crossing distance. While true curb extensions and/or an RRFB would be great
eventually, those improvements should be prioritized for Rochester Avenue. Here, painted
continental crosswalks with an ADA ramp to a completed western sidewalk are likely
sufficient (Figure 5).



Figure 1. Summary of requested improvements on Veteran Avenue. These sections of Veteran
Ave and Rochester Ave are included in the Mobility Plan 2035 as a Pedestrian Enhanced District.



Figure 2. ADA Curb Ramps on Veteran Avenue. Left—The current crossing on Veteran Ave at
Rochester Ave is not ADA-accessible. Center—Perpendicular curb ramps will improve safety at
Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue by keeping pedestrians out of the travel lanes on Veteran Ave.
Right— Alternatively, adequate protected space at the current diagonal curb ramps could be
improved with protected space provided by quick-build curb extensions with K-71 bollards.
Adapted from www.access-board.gov

Figure 3. Need for Curb Extensions or Lane Narrowing near Veteran Ave/Rochester Ave
Crossing. Left– Currently, vehicle travel lane widths on Veteran Ave are over 17 feet at the crossing,
resulting in poor compliance of drivers to yield to pedestrians, increased vehicle speeds, and a 35
foot crossing distance for pedestrians. Right– This unsafe situation can be rectified with quick-build
curb extensions and lane narrowing with K-71 bollards and paint.

http://www.access-board.gov


Figure 4. A safer and more accessible intersection of Veteran Avenue and Rochester Avenue
following proposed additions of sidewalks, ADA ramps, curb extensions, RRFB, and
crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to the northern end of Westwood Park



Figure 5. A new crossing at the intersection of Veteran Avenue and Wilkins Avenue following
proposed additions of sidewalks and painted crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to
the southern end of Westwood Park. Ideally, this intersection will also be upgraded with curb
extensions and directional ADA-ramps in the future.



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Your Community Impact Statement Submittal - Council File Number: 24-0000-S5
1 message

LA City SNow <cityoflaprod@service-now.com> Thu, May 23, 2024 at 12:50 AM
Reply-To: LA City SNow <cityoflaprod@service-now.com>
To: RAP.Commissioners@lacity.org

A Neighborhood Council Community Impact Statement (CIS) has been successfully submitted to your Commission or City
Council. We provided information below about CISs and attached a copy of the CIS.

We encourage you to reach out to the Community Impact Statement Filer to acknowledge receipt and if this Community
Impact Statement will be scheduled at a future meeting. Neighborhood Council board members are volunteers and it
would be helpful if they received confirmation that you received their CIS.

The CIS process was enable by the to Los Angeles Administrative Code §Section 22.819. It provides that, "a
Neighborhood Council may take a formal position on a matter by way of a Community Impact Statement (CIS) or written
resolution." NCs representatives also testify before City Boards and Commissions on the item related to their CIS. If the
Neighborhood Council chooses to do so, the Neighborhood Council representative must provide the Commission with a
copy of the CIS or rResolution sufficiently in advance for review, possible inclusion on the agenda, and posting on the
Commission's website.Any information you can provide related to your agenda setting schedule is helpful to share with
the NC.

If the CIS or resolution pertains to a matter listed on the Commission's agenda, during the time the matter is heard, the
designated Neighborhood Council representative should be given an opportunity to present the Neighborhood Council's
formal position. We encourage becoming familiar with the City Councils rules on the subject. At the Chair's discretion, the
Neighborhood Council representative may be asked to have a seat at the table (or equivalent for a virtual meeting)
typically reserved for City staff and may provide the Neighborhood Council representative more time than allotted to
members of the general public. They are also permitted up to five (5) minutes of time to address the legislative body. If the
CIS or resolution pertains to a matter not listed on the agenda, the designated Neighborhood Council representative may
speak during General Public Comments.

We share this information to assist you with the docketing neighborhood council items before your board/commission. If
you have questions and/or concerns, please contact the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment at
empowerla@lacity.org.

******** This is an automated response, please DO NOT reply to this email. ********

Contact Information
Neighborhood Council: North Westwood
Name: Jacob Wasserman
Email: 
The Board approved this CIS by a vote of: Yea(12) Nay(0) Abstain(0) Ineligible(0) Recusal(0)
Date of NC Board Action: 05/01/2024
Type of NC Board Action: Neutral Position

Impact Information
Date: 05/23/2024
Update to a Previous Input: No
Directed To: Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners
Council File Number: 24-0000-S5
City Planning Number:
Agenda Date:
Item Number:
Summary: NWWNC requests the closure of gaps in our sidewalks and the improvement of critical street crossings to
make them safer and ADA-accessible. Westwood Park is an important community gathering location. Despite this, access
to and through the park is limited due to poor pedestrian crossings and a large gap in the sidewalk on Veteran. We
request the following improvements: Veteran Avenue Sidewalk: Complete sidewalk on the west side of Veteran between
Rochester and the southern border of Westwood Park near Wilkins. Currently, this segment is only a dirt trail. Veteran
Avenue/Rochester Avenue Crossing: Install perpendicular ADA curb ramp on western curb of Veteran The western end of

VC NO. 9646c
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the crossing does not have a curb ramp, resulting in an absence of ADA crossings of Veteran between Wilshire and Ohio
(~0.5 mi.). It is also the northern access point to Westwood Park. Upgrade crossing with rectangular rapid flashing beacon
(RRFB). Driver compliance to yield at the crosswalk is low, and vehicle speeds regularly exceed the speed limit. Install
curb extensions or lane narrowing with K-71 bollards. The crossing here is nearly 35 feet, with 17 foot-wide lanes at the
crossing and north of Rochester Avenue. Lane narrowing and/or curb extensions would help lower driver speeds,
decrease crossing distance, and increase pedestrian visibility. Add a new north-south crosswalk across Rochester at
Veteran and a second east-west crosswalk across Veteran at Rochester. Improve safety of current diagonal curb ramps.
The current diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians, especially those with wheelchairs or other assistive devices, into the
travel lanes. Perpendicular ADA ramps are preferred, but curb extensions that allow 48 inch protected area at road level
at the current diagonal ramp are likely sufficient in the near-term. Veteran/Wilkins Crossing: Add a new crossing with ADA
ramp at Wilkins
 
Ref:MSG10404710
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- REQUEST FOR ACTION-

Title: Complete Sidewalk and Improve Crossings on Veteran Avenue near Westwood Park

The North Westwood Neighborhood Council requests the closure of gaps in our sidewalks and the
improvement of critical street crossings in our boundaries to make them safer and ADA-accessible.
Westwood Park is an important community gathering location with many amenities, including
sports fields, tennis courts, a recreation center, a dog park, and a playground. Despite its
importance, access to (and through) the park is limited due to poor pedestrian crossings and a
large gap in the sidewalk on Veteran Avenue. We request the following improvements to improve
accessibility and safety (Figure 1), roughly ordered by priority:

Veteran Avenue Sidewalk:

1. Complete sidewalk on the west side of Veteran Avenue between Rochester Avenue and the
southern border of Westwood Park near Wilkins Avenue. Currently, this segment is only a
dirt trail. This entire section is part of the Pedestrian Enhanced Districts outlined in the
Mobility Plan 2035.

Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue Crossing:

2. Install perpendicular ADA curb ramp on western curb of Veteran Avenue
The western end of the crossing does not have a curb ramp (Figure 2-left), resulting in an
absence of ADA crossings of Veteran Avenue betweenWilshire Boulevard and Ohio Avenue
(~0.5 miles). It is also the northern access point to Westwood Park and important for access
to the Veteran Avenue bus stops from the south.

3. Upgrade crossing with rectangular rapid flashing beacon (RRFB).
Driver compliance to yield at the crosswalk is low, and vehicle speeds regularly exceed the
speed limit. Despite being the only direct crossing into Westwood Park, the current design is
hostile and unsafe to those outside of a vehicle.

4. Install curb extensions or lane narrowing with K-71 bollards.
The crossing here is nearly 35 feet, with 17 foot-wide lanes at the crossing and north of
Rochester Avenue (Figure 3-Left). Lane narrowing and/or curb extensions would help lower
driver speeds, decrease crossing distance, and increase pedestrian visibility (Figure 3-Right).

5. Add a new north-south crosswalk across Rochester Avenue at Veteran Avenue and a
second east-west crosswalk across Veteran Avenue at Rochester Avenue.
Ideally, there would be another high-visibility continental crosswalk across Veteran Avenue
from the south side of Rochester Avenue (in addition to the current northern crosswalk),
which can both share the same RRFB infrastructure.. Additionally, a painted continental
crosswalk across Rochester Avenue will increase pedestrian visibility at the intersection.



6. Improve safety of current diagonal curb ramps.
The current diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians, especially those with wheelchairs or
other assistive devices, into the travel lanes on Veteran Ave. Perpendicular ADA ramps on the
northeast and southeast corners of Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue are preferred when
rebuilt (Figure 2-Center), but curb extensions that allow 48 inch protected area at road level
at the current diagonal ramp are likely sufficient in the near-term (Figure 2-Right). A full
depiction of an ideal future arrangement can be seen in Figure 4.

Veteran Avenue/Wilkins Avenue Crossing:

7. Add a new crossing with ADA ramp at Wilkins Avenue.
Currently, there is no crossing between Ohio Avenue and Rochester Avenue, and a new
crossing would serve as the southern entrance to Westwood Park. Unlike at Rochester
Avenue, travel lanes near Wilkins Avenue are narrowed by parking, resulting in slower traffic
and reduced crossing distance. While true curb extensions and/or an RRFB would be great
eventually, those improvements should be prioritized for Rochester Avenue. Here, painted
continental crosswalks with an ADA ramp to a completed western sidewalk are likely
sufficient (Figure 5).



Figure 1. Summary of requested improvements on Veteran Avenue. These sections of Veteran
Ave and Rochester Ave are included in the Mobility Plan 2035 as a Pedestrian Enhanced District.



Figure 2. ADA Curb Ramps on Veteran Avenue. Left—The current crossing on Veteran Ave at
Rochester Ave is not ADA-accessible. Center—Perpendicular curb ramps will improve safety at
Veteran Avenue/Rochester Avenue by keeping pedestrians out of the travel lanes on Veteran Ave.
Right— Alternatively, adequate protected space at the current diagonal curb ramps could be
improved with protected space provided by quick-build curb extensions with K-71 bollards.
Adapted from www.access-board.gov

Figure 3. Need for Curb Extensions or Lane Narrowing near Veteran Ave/Rochester Ave
Crossing. Left– Currently, vehicle travel lane widths on Veteran Ave are over 17 feet at the crossing,
resulting in poor compliance of drivers to yield to pedestrians, increased vehicle speeds, and a 35
foot crossing distance for pedestrians. Right– This unsafe situation can be rectified with quick-build
curb extensions and lane narrowing with K-71 bollards and paint.

http://www.access-board.gov


Figure 4. A safer and more accessible intersection of Veteran Avenue and Rochester Avenue
following proposed additions of sidewalks, ADA ramps, curb extensions, RRFB, and
crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to the northern end of Westwood Park



Figure 5. A new crossing at the intersection of Veteran Avenue and Wilkins Avenue following
proposed additions of sidewalks and painted crosswalks. This would serve as an access point to
the southern end of Westwood Park. Ideally, this intersection will also be upgraded with curb
extensions and directional ADA-ramps in the future.



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Hollywoodland and Memorial Day Holiday
1 message

Emma Taylor <emma.taylor@lacity.org> Thu, May 23, 2024 at 2:35 PM
To: " " >
Cc: Nithya Raman <nithya.raman@lacity.org>, Mehmet Berker <mehmet.berker@lacity.org>, Walker King
<walker.king@lacity.org>, Mayor Karen Bass <karen.bass@lacity.org>, Stefanie Smith <stefanie.smith@lacity.org>, Tracy
James <tracy.james@lacity.org>, Heather Mata < >, Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>,
Linda Doe <l , John Dotto <j >, Jeff Swofford

, Michael Paolini < >, Mysafela Info ,
"lafdfirecommission@lacity.org" <lafdfirecommission@lacity.org>, David Shew < >, John
Vidovich >

Hi Sarajane,

As I have previously said, if there is an emergency you need to call 911 and if there are traffic issues please call LADOT
Traffic at (866) 561 9742. You can also contact LAPD West Bureau traffic and they can relay to the LAPD Motor officers
who are on scene. I spoke with LAFD and they will also have people in the area monitoring the situation. 

Best,
Emma

On Thu, May 23, 2024 at 12:00 PM  wrote:
Dear Emma,

 We are still waiting for your reply to this letter.

 The Holiday Weekend starts tomorrow, but already we are experiencing an uptick in the number
of visitors.

At the very least we need a phone number contact where we can get immediate response as
needed.

Please get back to us with that and hopefully some additional feedback of the issues mentioned
below.

We will need assistance with the 50+ car bumper to bumper lines, residents unable to access or
leave their homes, gridlocked streets etc.

Again these are all important public safety issues.

Thank you.

Sarajane Schwartz

On Wednesday, May 22, 2024 at 09:46:09 AM PDT, SARAJANE SCHWARTZ < > wrote:

 
Dear Emma,

 I appreciate your quick response to my email.  Thank you.

VC NO. 9647



I did not see the spreadsheets, I had trouble accessing them, but I had thought we would have
more of a one on one opportunity in order to work out the plans since the opportunity for
feedback is quite limited during the working group meetings and not conducive to a back and
forth on specific details.

But lets look at the planning.

1) First of all I want to thank you for providing two motorcycle LAPD as you had previously
done. They are very effective as they can cite for moving, parking, smoking, trespassing etc
violations.  They are the best.  Thank you. On a recent holiday they along with their
commander shut down areas that they thought were dangerously congested. The officer that
had been in charge who was very familiar with our neighborhood was transferred.  Will their
current protocols still allow for this shut down? We hope so. Since they will be riding around do
you have a direct line to them or their commander so they can be sent to areas quickly when
and where they are needed to work out problems?  This would be very helpful. If so please
give us this number.

2) The DOT deployments.  My understanding is that a stationary DOT person will be put at
each of these listed locations. If I'm wrong, please correct me. If so, thank you.  My
understanding is that there will also be barricades at dirt Mulholland (Ledgewood and
Mulholland) and at Deronda and Rockcliff to prevent vehicular access. We have had a
consistent problem though with some of these deployments that I want to share with you. The
DOT officer will consider himself to be stationary.  That means if cars are illegally parked 10
feet away, they will not move a foot in order to cite them.  This has happened numerous times
at various locations.  The DOT officer will say I cannot move.  I have to wait for someone else
to come by to ticket them.  Obviously this does not work. Can some changes be made to make
this work more efficiently?  If not, it's very frustrating for residents to see a half a dozen cars
illegally parked, not ticketed and a DOT officer yards away. This happens at all of the
magnets.  We also have the problem on skinny Mulholland where there were the no pedestrian
signs that have gone missing.  Even when the signs were there, the DOT would say nothing to
the pedestrians walking in the street.  Maybe this is not under the control and only LAPD can
do something.  If the signs are back--great.  It won't stop all of them, but at least it helps with
enforcement.  If not is there anything you can do about that stretch of road?  It is so narrow,
filled with blind curves, no sidewalks and the last place pedestrians should be.  I've seen it
filled with families, children and even infants. Someone can easily get killed.  Also the DOT
that are stationary, particularly at the intersection of Mulholland and Canyon Lake Drive mainly
sit in their car and do nothing.

3)  A new location that is not on your list is Innsdale at Mulholland.  It has become a real
magnet.  There is a lot of illegal parking that makes the street only one way.  Frequently the
cars are not cited because there are a lot of blind curves that prevent the field of vision of
stationary enforcers.

4)  There have been so many people at the view site and LHE that you still may need more
manpower.

5)  There may be some problems at the very end of Beachwood.  The broken gate has been
repaired, but since then, because of the recent opening, visitors are going to this location and
forcing the gate open.  RAP has been alerted.  Hopefully it can be fixed before the weekend.  If
not we will need manpower there. We've even had large buses that are going through after a
pedestrian forces the gate open, goes inside, and opens it for a vehicle.



6) Will you or someone else be available over the holiday?  In the past our councilpeople
would have staff right in our neighborhood to observe and assist. If so, can we have a phone
number for this staff member?  If not, can we have a direct line to whomever is in charge? 
Although many things about the crowds are unpredictable, it would be very useful to be able to
be flexible and adjust to what is needed and what we've learned as the days of the holiday go
by.

7)  I think you've made a good start.  You know my views that you can't force a square peg into
a round hole. But you are giving us resources. I hope you can take our input and agree to
these suggestions in the interest of public safety. I am anxious to hear back from you.  Do you
have any questions for me?

Thank you, again.

Sarajane

On Tuesday, May 21, 2024 at 05:39:18 PM PDT, Emma Taylor <emma.taylor@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Sarajane,

Our holiday weekend deployment has been laid out in the working group meeting several times and I have a
spreadsheet of costs if you remember. 

May 24-27
11am-9:00pm:

Two LAPD Motor Patrol Officers to look out for smoking, tour buses, unsafe congestion and any other hazards to
the community.

LADOT TCO's At: 
Beachwood Drive & Ledgewood Drive
Deronda Drive & Rockcliff Drive
Ledgewood Drive & Rockcliff Drive
6100 Mulholland Hwy
Canyon Lake Drive & Mulholland Hwy
Canyon Lake Drive & Arrowhead Dr

Additional Parking Enforcement at:
1 Officer at Lake Hollywood Park and Beachwood Canyon

Best,
Emma
On Tue, May 21, 2024 at 5:29 PM  < > wrote:

I WANT THIS EMAIL TO BE PART OF THE PUBLIC RECORD

Dear CD4,
  The Memorial Day long weekend holiday is almost here. This is one of the busiest
times of the year in Hollywoodland and one of the most unsafe. What are you holiday
plans here as far as enforcement and supervision so that our streets and corridors are
accessible and safe for pedestrians, vehicles and safety equipment, and that our homes
and surrounding areas are free of fires?

  You have not shared your plans with us.  We wish we could take an active part in
planning, but at the very least we would expect you to communicate to us how you will
protect and preserve this area for residents, visitors, and the wildlife.

mailto:emma.taylor@lacity.org
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16gFSWK2Qmj1bLIV2bTUNxEhbiSgsO-ukUCsPRQKzoTY/edit#gid=1318484786&fvid=1112661348
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Ledgewood+Drive++Rockcliff+Drive+6100?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Ledgewood+Drive++Rockcliff+Drive+6100?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Ledgewood+Drive++Rockcliff+Drive+6100?entry=gmail&source=g


  We also have a growing number of homeless who are moving into this area and fire
concerns can be alarming.

  What deployments and by what agency will there be?  When and where?  What
procedures will you be using to determine that our extremely limited infrastructure with
nothing for visitors and tourism is over capacity? What mechanism and where will you
be using it in order to shut things down? Is there a specific contact and phone numbers
that residents can use to report problems that need immediate attention? Have the
missing no pedestrian signs on Mulholland Highway that you are aware of from many
emails finally going back up?

  As you continue to promote our fragile and inappropriate residential hillside area, 80%
surrounded by dry brush, in a very high fire severity zone with our 100 year old
substandard infrastructure that just barely handles the needs of residents, and where
every parked car prevents two way traffic, a large number of enforcers who can actually
ticket at various locations is a necessity.

  If you do not have the adequate resources, you must shut off this entire area from
tourism.  This has been done in the past.  There is precedent, and it actually uses up
fewer resources while achieving much greater safety.

 We had hoped by now you would have reached out to us, since this holiday is a well
documented time for serious safety concerns. We are anxious to hear back from you
with how you will be representing us, your constituents. All we are asking for is that
public safety be your most important consideration.  That is the most basic responsibility
of government, and among its many duties--the most important. Most of you have been
sent the HHA formal fire assessment report that covers many of these concerns.

 We await your response.  The weekend is almost here.

Sarajane Schwartz
President
Hollywoodland Homeowners Association



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Hollywoodland and Memorial Day Holiday
1 message

SARAJANE SCHWARTZ < > Wed, May 22, 2024 at 9:45 AM
To: Emma Taylor <emma.taylor@lacity.org>
Cc: Nithya Raman <nithya.raman@lacity.org>, Mehmet Berker <mehmet.berker@lacity.org>, Walker King
<walker.king@lacity.org>, Mayor Karen Bass <karen.bass@lacity.org>, Stefanie Smith <stefanie.smith@lacity.org>, Tracy
James <tracy.james@lacity.org>, Heather Mata < >, Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>,
Linda Doe >, John Dotto , Jeff Swofford
< >, Michael Paolini < >, Mysafela Info < >,
LAFDfirecommission@lacity.org, David Shew < >, John Vidovich <j >

Dear Emma,

  I appreciate your quick response to my email.  Thank you.

I did not see the spreadsheets, I had trouble accessing them, but I had thought we would have
more of a one on one opportunity in order to work out the plans since the opportunity for feedback
is quite limited during the working group meetings and not conducive to a back and forth on
specific details.

But lets look at the planning.

1) First of all I want to thank you for providing two motorcycle LAPD as you had previously done.
They are very effective as they can cite for moving, parking, smoking, trespassing etc violations. 
They are the best.  Thank you. On a recent holiday they along with their commander shut down
areas that they thought were dangerously congested. The officer that had been in charge who was
very familiar with our neighborhood was transferred.  Will their current protocols still allow for this
shut down? We hope so. Since they will be riding around do you have a direct line to them or their
commander so they can be sent to areas quickly when and where they are needed to work out
problems?  This would be very helpful. If so please give us this number.

2) The DOT deployments.  My understanding is that a stationary DOT person will be put at each of
these listed locations. If I'm wrong, please correct me. If so, thank you.  My understanding is that
there will also be barricades at dirt Mulholland (Ledgewood and Mulholland) and at Deronda and
Rockcliff to prevent vehicular access. We have had a consistent problem though with some of
these deployments that I want to share with you. The DOT officer will consider himself to be
stationary.  That means if cars are illegally parked 10 feet away, they will not move a foot in order
to cite them.  This has happened numerous times at various locations.  The DOT officer will say I
cannot move.  I have to wait for someone else to come by to ticket them.  Obviously this does not
work. Can some changes be made to make this work more efficiently?  If not, it's very frustrating
for residents to see a half a dozen cars illegally parked, not ticketed and a DOT officer yards away.
This happens at all of the magnets.  We also have the problem on skinny Mulholland where there
were the no pedestrian signs that have gone missing.  Even when the signs were there, the DOT
would say nothing to the pedestrians walking in the street.  Maybe this is not under the control and
only LAPD can do something.  If the signs are back--great.  It won't stop all of them, but at least it
helps with enforcement.  If not is there anything you can do about that stretch of road?  It is so
narrow, filled with blind curves, no sidewalks and the last place pedestrians should be.  I've seen it
filled with families, children and even infants. Someone can easily get killed.  Also the DOT that are



stationary, particularly at the intersection of Mulholland and Canyon Lake Drive mainly sit in their
car and do nothing.

3)  A new location that is not on your list is Innsdale at Mulholland.  It has become a real magnet. 
There is a lot of illegal parking that makes the street only one way.  Frequently the cars are not
cited because there are a lot of blind curves that prevent the field of vision of stationary enforcers.

4)  There have been so many people at the view site and LHE that you still may need more
manpower.

5)  There may be some problems at the very end of Beachwood.  The broken gate has been
repaired, but since then, because of the recent opening, visitors are going to this location and
forcing the gate open.  RAP has been alerted.  Hopefully it can be fixed before the weekend.  If not
we will need manpower there. We've even had large buses that are going through after a
pedestrian forces the gate open, goes inside, and opens it for a vehicle.

6) Will you or someone else be available over the holiday?  In the past our councilpeople would
have staff right in our neighborhood to observe and assist. If so, can we have a phone number for
this staff member?  If not, can we have a direct line to whomever is in charge?  Although many
things about the crowds are unpredictable, it would be very useful to be able to be flexible and
adjust to what is needed and what we've learned as the days of the holiday go by.

7)  I think you've made a good start.  You know my views that you can't force a square peg into a
round hole. But you are giving us resources. I hope you can take our input and agree to these
suggestions in the interest of public safety. I am anxious to hear back from you.  Do you have any
questions for me?

Thank you, again.

Sarajane

On Tuesday, May 21, 2024 at 05:39:18 PM PDT, Emma Taylor <emma.taylor@lacity.org> wrote:

Hi Sarajane,

Our holiday weekend deployment has been laid out in the working group meeting several times and I have a
spreadsheet of costs if you remember. 

May 24-27
11am-9:00pm:

Two LAPD Motor Patrol Officers to look out for smoking, tour buses, unsafe congestion and any other hazards to the
community.

LADOT TCO's At: 
Beachwood Drive & Ledgewood Drive
Deronda Drive & Rockcliff Drive
Ledgewood Drive & Rockcliff Drive
6100 Mulholland Hwy
Canyon Lake Drive & Mulholland Hwy
Canyon Lake Drive & Arrowhead Dr

Additional Parking Enforcement at:
1 Officer at Lake Hollywood Park and Beachwood Canyon

Best,
Emma

mailto:emma.taylor@lacity.org
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16gFSWK2Qmj1bLIV2bTUNxEhbiSgsO-ukUCsPRQKzoTY/edit#gid=1318484786&fvid=1112661348
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Ledgewood+Drive++Rockcliff+Drive+6100?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Ledgewood+Drive++Rockcliff+Drive+6100?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Ledgewood+Drive++Rockcliff+Drive+6100?entry=gmail&source=g


On Tue, May 21, 2024 at 5:29 PM  wrote:
I WANT THIS EMAIL TO BE PART OF THE PUBLIC RECORD

Dear CD4,
  The Memorial Day long weekend holiday is almost here. This is one of the busiest times of
the year in Hollywoodland and one of the most unsafe. What are you holiday plans here as
far as enforcement and supervision so that our streets and corridors are accessible and safe
for pedestrians, vehicles and safety equipment, and that our homes and surrounding areas
are free of fires?

  You have not shared your plans with us.  We wish we could take an active part in planning,
but at the very least we would expect you to communicate to us how you will protect and
preserve this area for residents, visitors, and the wildlife.

  We also have a growing number of homeless who are moving into this area and fire
concerns can be alarming.

  What deployments and by what agency will there be?  When and where?  What
procedures will you be using to determine that our extremely limited infrastructure with
nothing for visitors and tourism is over capacity? What mechanism and where will you be
using it in order to shut things down? Is there a specific contact and phone numbers that
residents can use to report problems that need immediate attention? Have the missing no
pedestrian signs on Mulholland Highway that you are aware of from many emails finally
going back up?

  As you continue to promote our fragile and inappropriate residential hillside area, 80%
surrounded by dry brush, in a very high fire severity zone with our 100 year old substandard
infrastructure that just barely handles the needs of residents, and where every parked car
prevents two way traffic, a large number of enforcers who can actually ticket at various
locations is a necessity.

  If you do not have the adequate resources, you must shut off this entire area from tourism. 
This has been done in the past.  There is precedent, and it actually uses up fewer resources
while achieving much greater safety.

 We had hoped by now you would have reached out to us, since this holiday is a well
documented time for serious safety concerns. We are anxious to hear back from you with
how you will be representing us, your constituents. All we are asking for is that public safety
be your most important consideration.  That is the most basic responsibility of government,
and among its many duties--the most important. Most of you have been sent the HHA formal
fire assessment report that covers many of these concerns.

 We await your response.  The weekend is almost here.

Sarajane Schwartz
President
Hollywoodland Homeowners Association



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Valley Plaza Public Safety Draft Report for May 2024
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Wed, May 29, 2024 at 7:36 AM
To: Ron Bitzer < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Sat, May 25, 2024 at 3:51 PM Ron Bitzer < > wrote:
Dear Commissioners,  Here is a report about how safe the neighborhood of Valley Plaza Park may or may not be; a
June 6th meeting has been announced for this site.  Ron Bitzer

VC NO. 9648



Valley Plaza Recreation Center, Alexandria Park & 100 Tiny Homes,     
Laurel Grove Park & Victory Elementary LAUSD School 

May 2024 Reported Incidents ONLY                                                                           
by Volunteers, Residents & City Staff 

Author: Ron Bitzer,  

Valley Plaza Recreation Center 12240 Archwood 

Thursday, May 9th …. Center parking lot was the scene of a shooting that failed to 
result in any physical harm; an outside basketball team was using the gym and players 
have requested a change of location.  Security camera tape is blurred. 

 

Wednesday, May 22nd … Car parked in the Center parking lot was stolen at about 
1 PM; car thieves were reportedly engaged with streaming multiple car thefts posted live 
on Instagram.  Car will be returned to an 18 year-old staffer but has been damaged. 

 

Alexandria Park (Location of 100 Tiny Homes featuring 200 beds routinely not 
fully occupied by persons experiencing homelessness). 

MARCH 27TH & MAY 23RD ---- Two Major City Clean Ups at Alexandria Park, 6099 
Laurel Canyon Blvd., North Hollywood, also Return of campers 48 hours after the major 
clean up on May 25th. 

 

                               

      -1-  
 

  



Laurel Grove Park at Bellingham & West Park 

A major restoration of amenities and trees at this small park is nearing completion 
thanks to the leadership of Council President Paul Krekorian and his staff. 

May 23rd Clean Up by CalTrans Staffers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing Residents’ Monitoring of Laurel Grove Park and Other Efforts to 
Discourage Camping / RV Parking 

                                                                                       

Victory Elementary School at 6300 Block of Radford Ave. 

                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

    -2- 

Neighbor posted May 23rd from Laurel Grove: Unbelievable!! They’re crack heads just feet from 
school where kids play. I’m so sorry … that they are right behind your house! I really don’t 
understand why these people won’t accept shelter at the tiny homes?? When will the policy be written 
that if you don’t accept housing you are not able to camp out wherever you please!! I have seen 4 
people today smoking crack on our street. 

 

 

Kittridge Street gang members may 
be responsible for this tag of Victory 

Elementary LAUSD school, May 
2024. 

“Let em know ….” 

Residents employ formal and informal 
ways to alert the community about public 
safety issues.  These include the May 27tn 

morning meeting with Officer Hernandez 
over coffee at the park and a monthly 

committee meeting of the Valley Glen 
Neighborhood Council. 

 



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Return of Open Play Pickleball in Pacific Palisades
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Thu, May 30, 2024 at 7:34 AM
To: Traci Mars >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 7:18 AM Traci Mars < > wrote:
Hello All,

I am writing to advocate for the return of Pickleball open play at Palisades Tennis Center on weekends and varied
day/evening hours during the week.  
I commute from Palisades to Glendale for work and would very much like to walk to Pickleball in my free time on the
weekends.  

FACTS

There are NO pickleball courts north of the 10 freeway, West of the 405, South of the 101

If we want to play, it’s no less than half hour drive (with no traffic) – the model city should be
a 15 minute city, meaning everything should be available within a 15 minute drive to save
energy and pollu�on

Currently there are 4 Open play tennis courts available at Palisades Rec= a total of 336 hours
of play �me per week available to Tennis players. Wouldn’t it be fair if Pickleball had equal
play�me tennis players get? How about 25% of what tennis players are offered?

Currently we have 0% of court �me. Zero out of 336 hours of available court �me

Before the courts were taken away from us, we used 12 hours of the 336 available to tennis
players- or 3.57 % of available hours 

If we had one court available to us the recrea�on could provide more ci�zens with ac�vity
and the remaining 3 courts combined.

I am very passionate about this sport as many are in our community. It provides friendship, exercise and stress relief. 
This sport is growing so quickly and loved by so many, and it is hard for me to fathom why we cannot have access to
courts in the Palisades.  

Thanks for your consideration.

All my best,
Traci Mars

VC NO. 9649



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Pickleball palisades park
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Thu, May 30, 2024 at 7:43 AM
To: Sydney douglas < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 12:59 AM Sydney douglas < > wrote:
La city commissioners , Lacity and Parks department, 

Dear Rap commissioners, 

I wanted to express how the loss of the access to play pickleball has negatively impacted our community - 
 that it is only fair to have equal access to recreational facilities like tennis players do. Currently, the disparity in court
time between tennis and pickleball players is stark, with pickleball players having zero hours of court time out of the 336
available. Before our courts were taken away, we used just 12 hours, a mere 3.57% of the available hours for tennis
players.

It is not just about the sport itself, but about providing opportunities for physical activity and community engagement. By
having a small percentage of the court time available to tennis players, we could offer more citizens the chance to
participate in recreational activities. It is not just a matter of fairness, but also of promoting a healthy and active lifestyle
for all residents 

We are not asking for special treatment, just what was promised to us as residents of this community. The courts in
Pacific Palisades and Rustic Canyon often sit empty, presenting a perfect opportunity for pickleball to be played
alongside tennis. This is a common practice in many recreational areas where different activities share the same space
harmoniously.

Pickleball is here to stay, and we are not asking for exclusive use of the courts. Just like bike paths and ski slopes are
shared by different groups, we believe that the courts should be open, free, and accessible to all who wish to use them.
It is about inclusivity and fairness in providing recreational opportunities for everyone, regardless of age, income, or
background.

Please let me know if you have any questions .I would love to support in anyway to get our access back to play
Pickleball. It has been such a great loss for our community . 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration! 

Sydney Douglas 

 

VC NO. 9649a



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Pacific Palisades Pickleball
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Thu, May 30, 2024 at 10:48 AM
To: donna burkons < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 10:06 AM donna burkons < > wrote:
Dear Commissioners,

Once upon a �me (March 2021), as the Covid Crisis was li�ing, a rag-tag group of strangers got word that
there might be some healthy ac�vi�es at Pacific Palisades Rec Center.  Together, this unlikely group of all
ages, genders, races and various economic backgrounds played on the rough, black asphalt on the
basketball court, using chalk to mark the lines for rousing games of PICKLEBALL!

Soon numbers increased and we were allowed to play between the two gyms, all the while the group
chalked lines and brought nets, balls and paddles, welcoming anyone to play.  Jasmine became our new
Director of the Park and was fully suppor�ng our program. 

By January of 2022, seeing how the sport had engaged the community and li�ed spirits of the players, the
park gave us full permission to use Courts 7 & 8 three days a week/four hours at a �me (a mere12 hours a
week).  It was blissful!  Seeing our new friends, having birthday celebra�ons, and staying ac�ve in the
sunshine really epitomized the California Dream.

In May of 2022, we were told that permanent lines (hybrid) were approved, funded and budgeted for
pickleball.  Bids were made. We waited...

The lines never came to frui�on and the Park ceased communica�on with us.  On August 14, 2023 we
were banned from playing on the courts without reason.  

The disbandment of Pickleball has gu�ed our community and le� us with no op�ons to play anywhere on
the Westside of Los Angeles, although there is an abundance of tennis courts, mostly unused.  Other LA
Parks have open play available in the valley and other areas (ie Pe�t Park) why are we in a Pickleball
desert?  

Our group has had numerous mee�ngs with Sonya Young-Jimenez, Jasmine, Laura Island, Leslie Richter,
Kortley Norris, and the Park Advisory Board to no avail.  

We would like our court �me back.  We have a proposal for a pilot program we would like to present to
you that is though�ul, organized and will benefit the community.

I would like to meet with you and make this proposal. 

VC NO. 9649b



Best,
Donna Burkons



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Pickleball in Pacific Palisades
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Fri, May 31, 2024 at 7:38 AM
To: patricia borgeson < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 7:51 PM patricia borgeson < > wrote:
To whom it may concern:
Pickleball has meant so much to me and my family and many senior citizens here in Pacific Palisades. It brings groups
of people of all ages and backgrounds together in a fun and social way. I am in my 70’s and play with people in their
40’s, 50’s and 60’s. It has given me new friends and brought me much joy. It has also given me the opportunity to play
as a family. Pacific Palisades park has very little to offer for seniors and Pickleball is certainly a great opportunity for
seniors to enjoy the great outdoors while having  fun and being a little competitive.
I have lived in Pacific Palisades for over 50 years. I watched my kids play T-ball,Little League and tennis at the park.
The tennis courts are basically empty during the day and it would be wonderful to put them to use with pickleball and
share the courts with tennis. I played tennis many many hours on those very courts and it is sad to see that they are
never full even on the weekends like in the past. However pickleball would certainly put them to good use— even if one
court were designated to Pickleball.
I hope that you listen to all of us and realize a need for seniors and approve Pickleball outdoors at Palisades Rec
Center.

Sincerely
Patricia Borgeson
Palisades resident.
Sent from my iPhone

VC NO. 9649c 



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Pickleball palisades please read
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Fri, May 31, 2024 at 7:41 AM
To: Tricia Taper < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 8:06 PM Tricia Taper < > wrote:
 

Dear Rap commissioners, 

I wanted to express how the loss of the access to play pickleball has negatively impacted our community -

 that it is only fair to have equal access to recreational facilities like tennis players do. Currently, the
disparity in court time between tennis and pickleball players is stark, with pickleball players having zero
hours of court time out of the 336 available. Before our courts were taken away, we used just 12 hours, a
mere 3.57% of the available hours for tennis players.

It is not just about the sport itself, but about providing opportunities for physical activity and community
engagement. By having a small percentage of the court time available to tennis players, we could offer
more citizens the chance to participate in recreational activities. It is not just a matter of fairness, but also
of promoting a healthy and active lifestyle for all residents 

We are not asking for special treatment, just what was promised to us as residents of this community. The
courts in Pacific Palisades and Rustic Canyon often sit empty, presenting a perfect opportunity for
pickleball to be played alongside tennis. This is a common practice in many recreational areas where
different activities share the same space harmoniously.

Pickleball is here to stay, and we are not asking for exclusive use of the courts. Just like bike paths and
ski slopes are shared by different groups, we believe that the courts should be open, free, and accessible
to all who wish to use them. It is about inclusivity and fairness in providing recreational opportunities for
everyone, regardless of age, income, or background.

Please let me know if you have any questions .I would love to support in anyway to get our access back
to play Pickleball. It has been such a great loss for our community . 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration! 

Tricia Taper 

VC NO. 9649d



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Palisades Pickleball
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Fri, May 31, 2024 at 7:42 AM
To: Stephanie Moore < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 8:14 PM Stephanie Moore < > wrote:
Good Evening Recreation and Parks Commissioners-

I thoroughly enjoyed playing pickleball in the Palisades. I have missed the community that we had built in the Palisades.
It was a community full of laughter and enjoyment of our time outdoors in the beautiful Palisades.

What pickleball means to me is exercise, enjoyment, laughter, friendships, being outdoors and most of all …
community. The Palisades pickleball community has been built on these tenets. It is a fun-loving community who enjoys
playing the game and helping one another be healthier and happier people. I know this is true for me and countless
others in this group. I love playing pickleball in the Palisades. I love the beautiful Palisades Recreation Center where we
used to get to play. 

With mental health being on the forefront of newspapers and news coverage these days it is important for city leaders
to help develop ways to support their constituents mental health and relaxation. Pickleball is a supporter of mental
health and a wonderful tool of relaxation. I for one, come out and play pickleball, not for the competition but for the
camaraderie. I have made so many friends through the Palisades Pickleball community. Further, being outside and
moving your body helps center people in a way that activities just can’t do.

I believe the Palisades should support their residents mental health and physical health by allowing us to return to our
home in the Palisades and play the game we love… pickleball.

Thank you for taking your time to read this, it is vitally important to me and our Pali Pickleball Community.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Moore

Sent from my iPhone

VC NO. 9649e



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Pickleball
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Fri, May 31, 2024 at 7:43 AM
To: Simonottiedoardo < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 8:34 PM Simonottiedoardo < > wrote:

Dear Rap commissioners, 

I wanted to express how the loss of the access to play pickleball has negatively impacted our community -

 that it is only fair to have equal access to recreational facilities like tennis players do. Currently, the
disparity in court time between tennis and pickleball players is stark, with pickleball players having zero
hours of court time out of the 336 available. Before our courts were taken away, we used just 12 hours, a
mere 3.57% of the available hours for tennis players.

It is not just about the sport itself, but about providing opportunities for physical activity and community
engagement. By having a small percentage of the court time available to tennis players, we could offer
more citizens the chance to participate in recreational activities. It is not just a matter of fairness, but also
of promoting a healthy and active lifestyle for all residents 

We are not asking for special treatment, just what was promised to us as residents of this community. The
courts in Pacific Palisades and Rustic Canyon often sit empty, presenting a perfect opportunity for
pickleball to be played alongside tennis. This is a common practice in many recreational areas where
different activities share the same space harmoniously.

Pickleball is here to stay, and we are not asking for exclusive use of the courts. Just like bike paths and
ski slopes are shared by different groups, we believe that the courts should be open, free, and accessible
to all who wish to use them. It is about inclusivity and fairness in providing recreational opportunities for
everyone, regardless of age, income, or background.

Please let me know if you have any questions .I would love to support in anyway to get our access back
to play Pickleball. It has been such a great loss for our community . 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration! 

Edoardo Simonotti

Sent from my iPhone
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Pickleball in Pacific Palisades
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Fri, May 31, 2024 at 7:44 AM
To: Nancy Seid < >

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Fri, May 31, 2024 at 3:52 AM Nancy Seid < > wrote:
Dear Commissioners,
Pickleball is so important to my life and that of dozens of others in my community! I recently retired, and my husband
and I play several times a week. But instead of being able to play outdoors as we used to, we now have to play inside a
gym with no sunshine, poor lighting, etc. We live in southern CA where the weather is right for outdoor play for kids of
all ages - yet we're banished from the many, many outdoor courts in a way that is particularly unfair.
I'm asking you to allow pickleball outdoors on the city-owned tennis courts in the Palisades. Preferably, we would mark
those courts with pickleball lines as they have been all over the country, which would allow pickleball and tennis to be
played interchangeably. There is a huge desire for these courts, and it is only fair for our population of adults to be able
to play outdoors.
Sincerely,
Nancy Seid
Pacific Palisades, CA
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Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Michelle Obama Sports Complex
1 message

Sonya Young-Jimenez <sonya.young-jimenez@lacity.org> Thu, May 30, 2024 at 1:50 PM
To: Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>
Cc: Melody Valenzuela <melody.Valenzuela@lacity.org>, Thara Innocent <thara.innocent@lacity.org>, Trevone Williams
<trevone.williams@lacity.org>

Thank you we will look into this matter. 

Sonya Young Jimenez
Superintendent of Venice Beach and West Region
City of Los Angeles
Department of Recreation and Parks
2459 Motor Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Cell: (213) 312-7966
Website: laparks.org

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 1:46 PM Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon,

Please see the email. For your information. 

Thank you!

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dominick Hendricks < >
Date: Thu, May 30, 2024 at 1:20 PM
Subject: Michelle Obama Sports Complex
To: rap.commissioners@lacity.org <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Hello my name is Dominick Hendricks and I am a member of the Baldwin Hills community. Single parent of 2 kids.
Well I am contacting you to report an incident with  a person that claims to be working for LA CITY. On this day 5-30-24
I arrived at the Michelle Barack Obama sports complex around 11:00am, little time after it is scheduled to open. I come
here for physical and mental health therapy. I don't bother anyone and I stay respectful to everyone. On this day and
time at 11:30 I was approached and told to move to another court so he and his fellow players can run a full court
game. I refused, because he setup a full court game knowing I was playing on the court already. He instantly got upset
and said "if you don't move I will shut this whole down", and then he proceeded to kick my sports equipment off the
basketball court on to the out of bounds area. I told him he can't just shut down the gym because I disagreed with him,
he said " yes I can, I am the supervisor". I told him I am here just like everyone else trying to play ball. I'm not here to
cause any problems but to get physical and mental health therapy. I tried to ask him for his name but he told me not to
walk up on him, so I took that as a threat and backed off. I didn't fell like what he was doing was right and he refused to
give me his name so I can report him. I instead stated that I will call my Therapist for input. He heard this and said "
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your therapist, you think I care about your therapist?" I did leave  a message with my therapist at DMH and
later I contacted a phone number from the Michelle Barack Obama sports complex website 213-202-2700. I spoke to a
gentleman and he transferred my call to the appropriate person. I forget that lady's name but I called at 11:35 and she
was very helpful and she took down my complaint and said a supervisor will contact me back. I left out the gym shortly
after hanging up the phone for concerns that this man would seek retaliation. 

Before I made the phone calls he began doing a half court game instead. So I was baffled because he seen there was
many ways he had to approach this situation and he chose to pick the one that was very inappropriate and below
someone with his title as Supervisor of a Sports Center. I deserve better my community deserves better supervisors
with training and respect for all. Someone who will not use their position and body size to intimidate people to get what
they demands. I take my mental health issues very serious
and I have learned to think before I act. This situation had the potential to turn into something very worse but I
restrained myself because I need this place to help me with anxiety and depression. The atmosphere turned toxic and I
don't feel comfortable going back there until this is addressed by his supervisor. Everything he did was over the top and
uncalled for (unprofessional behavior displayed towards me in front of others) 

Please give me a call at  

THANK YOU
DOMINICK HENDRICKS



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Lincoln Park Rec Center Experience
1 message

Amber Angell < > Thu, May 30, 2024 at 11:04 AM
To: "sharon.nishihara@lacity.org" <sharon.nishihara@lacity.org>, "rap.commissioners@lacity.org"
<rap.commissioners@lacity.org>, Joe Newlin < >
Cc: "louise.merritt@lacity.org" <louise.merritt@lacity.org>

Hello,

The attached letter is to share with you our very positive experience with the Lincoln Park Recreation Center. 

Please let me know that you have received this letter.

Thanks,

Amber Angell

On Mon, May 6, 2024 at 8:41 PM Amber Angell < > wrote:
Dear Ms. Nishihara,

The attached letter is to share with you our experience with the Lincoln Park Recreation Center.

Please reach out with any questions.

Thank you,

Amber Angell
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University of Southern California 

  

   

May 6, 2024 

 

Sharon Nishihara 

City of Los Angeles 

Department of Recreation and Parks 

North District 

 

Dear Ms. Nishihara, 

 

I am an assistant professor at the University of Southern California, on the Health Sciences Campus, 

just next to the Lincoln Park Recreation Center. I am writing to share my experience as a parent whose 

child has been enrolled in after-school care, as well as winter, spring break, and summer camps, at the 

Lincoln Park Recreation Center. 

 

In the fall of 2022, my son started the second grade at  

 We had hoped to get accepted into the after-school program on campus, but our application 

was received too late. Discouraged, we looked around and discovered that Lincoln Park had an 

affordable after-school program that would pick the students up from . Amazing! However, 

I needed to go visit the program and meet the staff, because my son had just gone through 

chemotherapy during most of his first-grade year, and while he was physically cleared for regular 

activities, he – and his dad and I – were all still recovering emotionally from that experience. 

 

I spoke to Louise Merritt (“Ms. Louise”) on the phone, and from the first moment I interacted with her, 

I felt that she truly cared. She welcomed me to come look at the facilities, and she listened with empathy 

to the traumatic experience we had recently been through. I visited with my son, and she let us look 

around. I shared with Ms. Louise that my son was not totally back to normal after undergoing cancer 

treatment, and that he might get easily frustrated, tired, or overwhelmed. I remember distinctly that 

she turned to him, getting down on his level, and said to him, “If you ever feel tired or overwhelmed 

while you’re here, just let us know – we’re here to help you.”  

 

Ms. Louise’s kindness and compassion in that moment is what allowed us to feel safe leaving our son 

in her care after such a challenging experience. Since then, we have been pleased with the consistency, 

structure, and reliability of the programming. My son has been thriving and now is completely 

comfortable at Lincoln Park Recreation Center (or, as he refers to it, “Lincoln”). We have tried a number 

of other recreation centers in northeast Los Angeles (primarily when Lincoln Park spots filled up too 

quickly!), and my son has only been comfortable and happy at Lincoln Park. The staff offer me a warm 

smile whenever I arrive. He is safe and cared for while his dad and I finish our work day.  

 



 

University of Southern California 

  

Under Ms. Louise’s leadership, Lincoln Park is not just a great after-school program – it’s a thriving 

community. She has created a culture where kids can learn, grow, and develop the skills they need for 

life. I express my wholehearted appreciation and gratitude for what she has created, and what she 

continues to nurture, at the Lincoln Park Recreation Center. 

 

I would be happy to expand more on any of these experiences – please feel free to reach out to me if 

you have questions.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Amber M. Angell, PhD, OTR/L 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 



Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>

Re: Lincoln Park - Louise Merritt
1 message

Rap Commissioners <rap.commissioners@lacity.org> Fri, May 31, 2024 at 7:28 AM
To: Tyler Marks <

Good morning, 

Thank you for contacting the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners Office, your email will be
forwarded to the Commissioners and staff.

On Thu, May 30, 2024 at 3:32 PM Tyler Marks < > wrote:
Hello, My name is Tyler Marks and I have been a skateboard instructor at Lincoln Park since 2019. I just wanted to
write a message regarding Louise Merritt and Lincoln park. With Louise as my director, I have always felt very safe and
inclusive. Louise is fair and welcoming and my personal experience has been great and I couldn’t imagine how different
Lincoln Park will be without her. Hopefully things can continue and go back to the way they were.

VC NO. 9651a
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